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A Chronological View of the History of Bayles Lake, 4-20-21
The earliest information, telling the story of Bayles Lake was first done by Clara
Huebener and Ralph Schimanski in 1976 and then updated by Lucy Goff and Elaine
Busboom in 1990.
I wanted to take that historical information and expand on it, adding stories, and
interesting issues that came before the board, adding more content, information and
newspaper accounts. I wanted to list chronologically the dates of important events at
Bayles Lake and be as accurate as I could be.
I was able to spend quite a bit of time going through Bayles Lake Lot Owners
Association, Board of Directors Meeting Minutes, Bayles Lake Homeowners
Association, Board of Directors Meeting Minutes, Bayles Lake Auxiliary Meeting
Minutes, Bayles Lake Auxiliary/BLLOA Newsletters, The Paxton Record, The Loda
Times, The Champaign News-Gazette, The Champaign-Urbana Courier, the Paxton
Library, the Loda Library, the Watseka Library, the Ford County Historical Museum
and the Iroquois County Historical Society Museum.
I especially appreciate the opportunity to sit down and talk with Cleo and Mary Dean
Bayles, and I thank them for their patience in answering my seemingly endless list of
questions.
I have gained a great appreciation for the many lake residents who have served on the
BLLOA, BLHOA Board of Directors and the many women who have served as Bayles
Lake Auxiliary Directors. This has been an amazing display of support, leadership and
volunteerism. Our lake community is well situated today because of the “can do spirit”
of so many people in the past, willing to help on lake projects, and the willingness to help
each other.
I have found many interesting accounts of the growth and development of Bayles Lake.
As you would expect, as we have grown, we have had our share of ups and downs and
controversy, but we have learned from these problems and moved on.
We have also had our share of positive gains along the way, and as a result we have an
incredible place to live and play. And if you take a look at the diversity of our neighbors
and of our community, young and retired, some more idealistic and creative than others,
from all facets and walks of life, I think you would agree that we enjoy an amazing and
unique living environment among the corn and soy bean fields of east central Illinois.
“Doc” Bayles had a great vision and lots of patience, and I think he would be proud of
how his lake and the Bayles Lake community turned out.
Rod Cardinal
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Chronology of Bayles Lake Historical Information
The previous experience of Dolph B. “Doc” Bayles that enabled him to envision Bayles
Lake included extensive drainage and earth moving work throughout most of the State of
Illinois, including some of its navigable rivers, as well as on the vast drainage systems in
the Blytheville, Arkansas area. He had an interest in and observed and considered land
development possibilities wherever he was-in Illinois, Arkansas or Florida. It was the
combination of his interests; experience and native ability that made it possible for him to
recognize the potential of the Bayles Lake site.
“Doc” Bayles moved from Walnut, Illinois to Paxton and Ford County in the 1930’s as
he became involved with the “Big Four” drainage project. While this project would help
drain thousands and thousands of acres for the agriculture industry, he also became aware
of some the hilly areas that consisted of a variety of valleys. Nature had been working
her magic and he was about to begin a magnificent adventure.
His knowledge of the local area was important. He understood the area topography;
Spring Creek begins southeast of the Village of Loda at about 795 feet above sea level.
The Spring Creek basin and drainage area of nearly 7,000 acres was the footprint that
engineers, surveyors and developers used for the creation of Bayles Lake in the 1940’s.
Spring Creek, at its entry point into the diversion channel, east of Bayles Lake is about
745 feet above sea level. At the spillway, as water leaves Bayles Lake, the elevation is
approximately 741 feet.
In fact, if you travel north of Bayles Lake and Lake Iroquois to County Road 400 North
and travel east/west between County Road 000 East and County Road 200 East you get a
pretty good view of the rolling countryside, streams, woods and brush that “Doc” would
have seen and you get a good idea of what this project entailed.
1940’s
“Doc” Bayles, who lived at 660 South Park Street, Paxton, Illinois and owned Bayles
Construction Company begins to buy up or trade pastureland and creek bottom property
along Spring Creek near Loda, west of U.S. Route 45. Among the area farmers that
Bayles bought property from included Healey, Hungerford, O’Hare, Thilmony, and
Wilkinson. Although he does not share much of his future plans, he quietly plans to build
a lake using the natural valleys and basins and expansive Spring Creek watershed to
create this lake.
According to Iroquois County Plat Maps from the late 40’s and early 50’s, Bayles
eventually owns 600-700 acres, all the land from the south end of Bayles Lake (now
Lakeview) Country Club to the north end of Lake Iroquois. East boundaries started at the
diversion channel/Spring Creek area and went west to County Road 100 with some little
deviations here and there.
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1942, “Doc” Bayles begins to survey and stake out his vision of Bayles Lake and begins
to dredge the bottomland. At some point he decides he will need to build a dam that
eventually will separate two lake sites. Young men like Dale C. Bayles, Cleo B. Bayles
and Ed “Bones” Ogle work with the Engineer/Surveyor Ross Hollister, staking the water
lines and marking trees for removal and forming the lake basin.
During this time the State of Illinois was also looking for acreage for a rest area and state
park, midway between Champaign and Kankakee. The Loda area has captured the
attention of Republican Governor Dwight Green, 1941-1949 and Bayles offers to sell the
Bayles Lake area to the state but when Green is not re-elected, the Democrats and
Governor Adlai Stevenson decline to pursue this any further.
World War II begins and ends in this decade. Dale Bayles joins the Air Force and Cleo
Bayles joins the Navy.
The war effort and illness stop Bayles and the progress of building Bayles Lake, but by
1946, he has started back on the lake project.
1948, December 17, The Champaign Urbana Courier reports:
“Loda Votes On $30,000 Bonds”
Loda residents will vote on a proposal to issue $30,000 in bonds to finance sewer
improvements and make possible the construction of a 160 acre lake west of the village.
The village board called the referendum to get voters’ approval of a plan to extend and
change the location of the main outlet sewer from the village. In addition to making the
proposed lake possible, the improvement would make the construction of a future
sanitary treatment plant less expensive, according to the board…..
Tracy Pitzen, a young assistant engineer replaces Ross Hollister as Engineer/Surveyor for
the Bayles Lake project, and Dale C. Bayles becomes General Superintendent for the lake
project. If “Doc” has to spend anytime away from the lake project, Dale had the
responsibility of the day-to-day operations. Pitzen is responsible for platting the Bayles
Lake map that is eventually filed with Iroquois County officials.
1949, March 24, The Champaign Urbana Courier reports:
“Clubs Support Proposed Lake In Loda Area”
Sportsmen’s clubs in Champaign and Ford County will join the Iroquois organization in
working for construction of a state conservation lake at Loda, IL, it was announced.
Royal B. McClelland, secretary of the Champaign County Sportsmen’s Club, said
prospects are good that the Loda Lake will be included in the state’s 1951 conservation
program.
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An “excellent” site for a 175-acre lake is available about 5 miles northwest of Loda, and
some preliminary work already has been done by the owner, McClelland said.
Champaign county sportsmen decided at a meeting that they will support the Iroquois
County project rather than the push for immediate action on a Champaign County lake.
The state has embarked on a program aimed at eventually providing a lake in each
Illinois County, but the only potential Champaign County site north of Mahomet is “not
too good,” McClelland said.
He explained that the Sportsmen were not abandoning Champaign’s county claim to a
lake but agreed that “the highest priority” should be given to the Loda location…..
1949, roads are surveyed and laid out. Following old trails or the pathways of the lake
project equipment, small trees and brush are cleared away. In some cases, working with
nature, roads curve around trees. In fact, between 260 Ocala Court and 217 Sunrise
Drive, the original Sunrise Drive goes straight to the lake before turning east and travels
across 302 Weaver Court, connecting with our current Sunrise Drive.
Clay dredged for the excavation site is used to fill in low spots, as the road patterns take
shape. The perimeter road stopped at the area where a dam would be built. Curiosity is
growing with the public and during the wet season, construction crews always seem to be
pulling out vehicles that get stuck in the mud as they try to turn around.
Many of the area children and young adults are disappointed to see their winter coasting,
sledding and tobogganing hills being reshaped for the lake. The area between Bay Park
and our current boat ramp was called “Knob Hill” and was the most popular area for
these activities.
Another area called “Old Baldy” which we now call Ocala Drive, Lots 220-248 and Pow
Wow Park was the highest point in the Bayles Lake project. This area was lowered
several feet by pushing dirt into the lake to level it off, making bigger lots for sale. After
all this scrapping and grading work was done, this area looked bald, hence the name “Old
Baldy”. Many small trees from the south end of the proposed Bayle Lake Golf Course
site were transplanted to “Old Baldy”.
Clearing the lake basin of trees and brush was a routine problem, identical to virtually all
of the drainage projects that Bayles had been involved with. Water line stakes indicated
the shoreline of the lake and would determine which trees and brush would be removed.
Oak trees, hickory trees, walnut trees and other species would be removed and burned in
the lake bottom. Engineering corings of the white clay subsoil, taken at various sites of
the lake bottom assured that the lake would hold water.
Also, in the late 1940’s and early 1950’s, there was a small tractor driven sawmill,
operated by Alexander Behrens, located between Ocala Court and Weaver Court, east of
Sunrise Drive. Bayles Lake Development sold the large tree trunks of Oak, Hickory and
Walnut that were cut down. The trees trunks were trimmed up and the branches and brush
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were burned on the lake bottom while the larger pieces were hauled to the sawmill and
cut into rough lumber.
After the war, work begins again on building the lake and “Doc” Bayles, as a promoter,
begins looking for investors and stockholders. “Doc” first called on Ed Wolfe, Ed’s
family had been neighbors to the Bayles family in Paxton for many years.
A favorite story often told by Ed Wolfe, one day “Doc” and Ed were having breakfast at
Cliff Patton’s restaurant in Paxton and as they were finishing their meal, “Doc” asked Ed
to go for a ride with him.
They drove north on Highway 45 to Loda and then through the countryside, stopping at a
low point on the road, in between what we now call the East and West entrances.
“Doc” asked Ed “As you look north and south, what do you see” Ed replied, “I see holes
where you have been digging, a stream, hills and lots of trees”.
Ed asks “Doc” what he sees. “Doc answers “I see a lake, the finest lake in east central
Illinois”.
Ed responds, “Are you crazy, do you realize how much work this will be, do you realize
how long it will take, do you realize how much this will cost, do you realize that
everybody will think you are nuts”.
“Doc”, showing patience and courage, lays out his vision to Ed Wolfe and confidently
asks Ed to consider investing in this dream.
There are many stories about Ed Wolfe, but from this viewpoint, he was a colorful,
resourceful and successful area businessman who was involved with insurance, real estate
and banking as well as several other business ventures. This was shortly after World War
II had ended and the country was recovering from that event while still looking over its
shoulder at the Great Depression of the 1930’s. Ed had worked with and made many
small loans to struggling families, so he was well known throughout this area.
“Doc” sold him on the fact that other businessmen and towns people trusted him. If Ed
joined in and participated, they would be able to attract other business investors and they
might be able to sell lots to others in the area. “Doc” told Ed that he would have second
choice in selecting lot locations in return for his investment.
“Doc” Bayles picked first selecting lots 442-444 plus Bayles Point and the 3 Bayles
children then made their choices and eventually Ed Wolfe selects four lots on “Wolfe
Drive”, lots 446-450.
This would be a big project for “Doc” but using his contracting experience, he was
confident and motivated that he could build a lake. He would use no federal funds, state
funds, grants or gifts. Relying on his partners, employees, family and friends he pushed
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forward. Involving thousands of hours of his time, making hundreds of decisions with
lots of determination, he would get this done.
1950’s
The lake site was a natural basin that needed only a dam to make it into a lake. Some
areas of the lake basin required very little excavating as nature had already done a lot of
the work. The white clay soil was the type that water permeates very slowly, making it
poor for farming, and as was later discovered, for sewage disposal leach beds, but making
it excellent for a lake basin.
The greatest problem to overcome in the development of the site was the combination
sanitary-storm sewer system of the Village of Loda, which emptied into Spring Creek,
upstream from the lake site. The sanitary-storm sewer and treated effluent could not be
permitted to flow into the lake.
With voter approval in 1948, this issue was solved by an intergovernmental agreement
between the Village of Loda and Bayles Lake Development, Inc. Amendments to village
ordinances were completed and a new set of plans for the diversion of Spring Creek were
drawn up by John Walker, Loda engineer. Bayles then began to plot the new waterway.
The solution that Bayles and his engineers came up with was to construct a levee,
redirecting Spring Creek into a diversion channel (east of Lakeview Country Club road).
As they design the diversion channel they alter “Distillery Lake”. Distillery Lake was
located south of G & D Salvage in Loda. Historically, it was pretty much just a wide
water spot on Spring Creek. And during the “old days” there was a distillery located there
that made hard liquor and other spirits.
After the Spring Creek levee was in place, the diversion channel along the east side of
the lake site was dug to carry the storm water and treated effluent from the Loda sewer
system, back to Spring Creek, at a point downstream from the lake site. This required a
deep excavation, at some points 33 feet deep, through the higher land and could only be
done with the scoop scrappers, rather than the dragline equipment with which Bayles was
so familiar.
1952, May 10, The Champaign Urbana Courier reports….. Bayles Construction was
awarded the drainage ditch contract for the construction of a 9,000-foot diversion
channel, diverting Spring Creek along the east side of Bayles Lake. Bayles bid was
$28,000.00….. Excavated dirt would be used in road building and filling in low spots
around the lake, a potential airport and golf course and some would eventually be used to
build the overpass when Interstate 57 is built.
1952, May, plans were submitted to the Iroquois County Highway Department for
approval to build a new bridge and to add a culvert under the county highway (near the
Lakeview Country Club entrance) about ¼ mile east of the existing county highway
bridge. The bridge was expected to be completed by the end of August by the Iroquois
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County Highway Department and would improve the diversion channel water flow,
north, around the lake.
1952, June 9, the corporate charter of Bayles Lake Development Inc. is issued. An
organizational meeting was held for the shareholders of the lake project. At the meeting,
subscription agreements were signed for stock in the corporation. Original investors and
stockholders took title to lots in return for the money they put into the development
company. The charter issued $25,000.00 in stock and then floated $125,000.00 in bonds
to finance the lake project. About 35 people own stock in the firm.
Work on the lake development in the early years was sporadic, but 1952, a dry year,
enabled Bayles Construction Company to complete the lake project. This group of
shareholders had an enormous amount of trust and faith in the Bayles dream. This was
during a time of great public skepticism. Many people still thought it was impossible to
create this lake and many referred to it as “Bayles Follies” as well as other names.
The original officers for Bayles Lake Development Inc. were D. B. “Doc” Bayles,
President, Dr. E. T. Grove, Vice President, Dr. Edward A. Tappan, Second Vice
President, Warren Pacey, Secretary and L. W. Reynolds, Treasurer and Accounting.
During the existence of Bayles Lake Development, Inc., D. B. “Doc” Bayles, Warren
Pacey and L. W. Reynolds served continuously as President, Secretary and Treasurer
with the exception of the period from August 25, 1955 until July 8, 1957, when Dr. E. T.
Grove served as president. All legal matters were handled by Pacey and Pacey.
The original Bayles Lake Development Inc., Board of Directors were D. B. “Doc”
Bayles, Dr. E. T. Grove, W. W. Overstreet, Fred W. Parker, Maurice Weaver, Edward W.
Wolfe and J. I. Woodworth.
Dale C. Bayles and Cleo B. Bayles did a great deal of the early work with equipment
from the Bayles Construction Company. When the major earth moving work was being
done, additional operating engineers and equipment were brought in and E.P. (Pat)
Newell was employed as a foreman for the remainder of the project.
1952, July 8, The Champaign News-Gazette reports:
“Loda’s Bayles Lake Prompts Airport Plan”
Latest development on Loda’s Bayles Lake project is the possibility of an airport at the
lake’s southeast corner.
A sewage ditch from Loda, 10 feet wide and 33 feet deep, is being dug for 1½ mile along
the eastern skirt of the proposed lake basin. Removed dirt is being used as a levee and is
also being piled in such a way as to be used as a level landing strip for an airport.
Situated near the lake and long enough for a 2,000 feet runway, the site could well
become a seaplane base.
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The lake will have an average depth of nine feet, reaching 22 feet at the dam. A road will
encircle the lake.
As soon as the sewer ditch is completed, work will begin on a semi-completed dam and
on the spillway at the dam’s northeast corner. The lake flooding is scheduled to start
September 15 although rain has slowed work some.
Another possibility in conjunction with the proposed lake is a golf course, on which plans
have sprung up with much of the same suddenness as those for the airport.
The site being thought of in golf course terms is one which will eventually be on some 50
acres of water south of the county road. The area surrounding the lake, with its trees and
uneven terrain, would be ideal for a course if local people were so inclined.
“Doc” Bayles creates a pond in the middle of the proposed golf course site by damning a
small stream (Bayles Dam) that drains the land south of Bayles Lake. He envisions a
large water feature and plans to incorporate it into the golf course design.
A total of 440,000,000 gallons of water will be needed to fill the lake, which is about
one-third of the community’s annual rainfall…..
1952, 3 homes built to date.
In the spring and summer of 1952, while the lake is still being developed, work started on
3 homes / cottages. Les Ehresman, located on or near 736 Bayshore Drive, built the first
one on the lake. This was followed by the homes of W.D. Krietzer, located on or near
1002 Parker Terrace and Rudy Berg, located on or near 256 Ocala Court.
“Doc” Bayles and Tracy Pitzen had platted out Parker Terrace to connect with Tappan
Road, covering up a deep ravine between Grove Park and Woodworth Park. About that
time W. D. Kreitzer, 1002 Parker Terrace, indicated to Doc Bayles and Tracy Pitzen that
they would prefer to live on the dead end of Parker Terrace as they preferred to live
quietly. Considering the expense of adding culverts and back fill they agreed to this
request. Thus, Parker Terrace and Tappan Drive never connected.
Note: on another old map “Overstreet Drive” was platted from Sunset Drive to Parker
Terrace through Woodworth Park but never completed.
1952, August, Grading and drainage of the 220-acre Bayles Lake site is finished.
“Doc” Bayles and Bayles Lake Development owned the small house at 1613 Lakeview
Drive. They acquired this as they bought up land for the Bayles Lake project. They
would call this the “Caretaker’s House”.
Each summer “Doc” would hire someone to keep all of the parks, green space and unsold
lots mowed and they would live in this house. He wanted to keep everything as neat as
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possible so that it would be attractive to prospective buyers. The caretaker was provided
a small riding lawnmower and, in the beginning, and he literally mowed constantly,
eventually, as more lots were sold, he was able to do other maintenance jobs.
The caretaker’s house also served as the first real estate sales office before eventually
moving the sales office to 336 Kaufmann Drive.
1952, September 15, The Champaign Urbana Courier reports:
“Loda Lake Dam To Be Finished This Week”
The dam and spillways at the 220-acre Bayles Lake, under construction one mile west of
here, will be completed this week, according to Tracy Pitzen, Mayor of Paxton and
project engineer.
Flooding of the lake bottom will be delayed for some time to permit the dam to settle.
Only partial flooding will take place this fall, since many home site purchasers will want
to build boat docks before flooding is completed…..
Once again, many small trees from the south end of the proposed Bayle Lake Golf
Course site were transplanted to Newell Dam, the spillway area and the newly created
lots.
1952, November, Flooding begins. The dam at the north end of the lake was in place and
properly compacted. Dam excavation at this point went 10-12 feet below the creek bed
and then was back filled with white lake clay and compacted 8 hours a day for several
days. This area would be the deepest part of Bayles Lake. The finished dam was 900
feet long, 240 feet wide at the bottom and 40 feet wide at the top. The road across the top
of the dam would be called Skyline Drive and the dam would be called Newell Dam.
The relief drains and valves that had been installed at the bottom of the dam, to allow
lake drainage of rainwater to flow back into Spring Creek were shut down and sealed off.
The spillway was also finished, and all trees had been removed and brush burned in the
lake bottom.
1952, November 17, at a special meeting, the Board of Directors of the Corporation
known as the Bayles Lake, Inc., made and executed the Bayles Lake Covenants:
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENT, that BAYLES LAKE INC., an Illinois
Corporation with principal office in the City of Paxton, County of Ford and State of
Illinois, (hereinafter designated and referred to as “Sub-divider”), being owner of the
lands described in the certificate of Tracy Allen Pitzen, Registered Illinois Land Surveyor
No. 949, shown upon the plat of which the acknowledgement is a part, in conformity with
the laws of the State of Illinois, does hereby acknowledge that it has caused said lands to
be subdivided, surveyed and platted into tracts, out lots, lots, and blocks, and private
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roadways, parks and parkways, as more fully appears from said plat, to be known as
“BAYLES LAKE SUBDIVISION” of a part of Sections Nineteen (19) and Twenty (20)
in Township Twenty-four (24) North, Range Ten (10) East of the Third Principal
Meridian, situated in the County of Iroquois and State of Illinois.
BAYLES LAKE, INC., By: D.B. BAYLES, President
1952, a gas pipeline installation was completed to the lake.
1952, Iroquois County, Chairman of the Board of Review announces that 200 lots in the
Bayles Lake project were placed on the Iroquois County tax books. Cleo Bayles
remembers his father and mother Ethel and Ed and Kay Wolfe sitting around the kitchen
table and thinking up names for the streets, parks, coves, bays and inlets before the
paperwork could be filed with the county.
1953, 9 homes built to date.
1953, the water system installation was completed as several cooperative wells were dug
around the lake. Mark Kaufmann of Buckley did this work. Water for home use was
obtained from 60-foot wells. These district wells were designed to serve six to twenty
homeowners’; each homeowner would be given a district water certificate indicating their
ownership in this water cooperative, and each homeowner had to take turns maintaining
the well.
1953, January, construction of a power line has begun. Winter rain and snowfall have not
yet been sufficient to bring the three lake basins to its expected level. Warren Pacey is
seeking information from the Iroquois County Highway Department about improving the
county road, west of the Village of Loda to the Bayles Lake entrances.
1953, March, CIPS workmen distribute poles for the installation of electric power to
Bayles Lake. About 100 acres of the lake are now flooded.
1953, March, The Paxton Record newspaper reports….. “A golf course is considered in
the long-range plans. This would be located at the south end of Bayles Lake. There will
also be a two-directional landing field for airplanes on the east side of the lake.”
1953, March 23, The Champaign Urbana Courier reports:
“Bayles Lake To Be Filled By June 1”
Bayles Lake, under development one mile west of Loda, probably will be filled with
water by June 1, according to Tracy A. Pitzen, Paxton engineer for the project.
Approximately 160 acres of the lake area have become covered with water in about the
last month. Recent heavy rains have raised the water level sharply and expanded the area
under water.
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About 140 acres on the north side of the county road, which runs through the lake area,
and 20 acres on the south side now are under water. Near the dam, water has risen to a
depth of 20 feet. Rises of about four more feet will fill the lake.
Two spillways will prevent an overflow of water in the lake area after the bed is filled,
Pitzen explained. An intake valve also can be closed.
The idea of developing a waterfront area for public use at the lake is under discussion,
according to L. W. Reynolds, treasurer of Bayles Lake Corp. It has been suggested that
Loda Sportsmen’s Club or other groups might take the initiative in the project, which
would make possible public swimming.
A site at the southeast end of the lake would be used for such a development. Reynolds
said the corporation would not be able to provide and maintain facilities of the type
proposed. A golf course and landing field eventually may be developed near the lake.
About 100 lots have been sold, and the Eastern Illinois Power Cooperative has started
installation of a lighting system for the area.
A Lot Owners Association is to be organized; it will plan fire protection and set up
regulations, Reynolds said…..
1953, April, Bayles Lake is stocked with 3-7-pound Large Mouth Bass.
1953, The first TV set was installed at the home of Maurice Weaver, 336 Kaufmann
Drive.
The first motorboat appears and skims across the lake. Dale Bayles owned the boat.
1953, September Bayles Lake was filled. A realtor’s office was opened at the lake site on
weekends to handle the increased traffic and interest. Since 1952, Maurice Weaver or
Mark Kaufmann Realty from Paxton handled all the lot sales. This office was located at
the Weaver home, 336 Kaufmann Drive.
Construction continued on homes and docks. There were about 15 boats at the lake. This
created lots of interest and lots of traffic. During one weekend more than 600 vehicles
made the tour around the lake. This increased interest resulted in the sale of more than
130 lots for home sites. State Troopers are asked to help direct traffic on weekends.
A total of 250 lots were laid out on the original plans, and additional plans were made for
another 150 lots. The cost of the lots varied from $1,000.00 to $3,000.00, with some
choice lots being sold for $6,000.00. Homes were restricted to a minimum of 600 square
feet, and all buildings on a lot must be under one roof.
A blacktop road over 3 miles long bound Bayles Lake. A county highway divides it with
170 acres lying north of the road and the balance lying south of the road.
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Because of the depth of the lake, no public swimming area was planned. A park site of
about 20 acres adjoining the county highway had been reserved for public use. Bayles
had hoped to work with local sports clubs as well as Chanute Air Force Base which had
hoped to use part of this park for a recreational area for base personnel. Ultimately
Chanute changes its mind and acquires the use of Ten Mile Grove on Route 9, west of
Paxton.
This public area at Bayles Lake was a portion of Pleasant Park and all of the area west of
Sunrise Drive, Sunrise Terrace up to Sunrise Court. Plans eventually changed as the
public swimming area was not well maintained, Bayles kept the park area but decided to
change the rest back into lots and had them offered for sale.
Boats on the lake were restricted to a maximum of five-horsepower. The lake was
stocked with fish-Bass, Walleye, Channel Catfish and Blue Gill.
Plans for a formal dedication were made for the summer of 1953, with a water carnival as
part of the ceremonies. Mr. Bayles has estimated that $250,000.00 had already been
spent on the Bayles Lake site.
1953, September 14, The Champaign News-Gazette reports:
“Another Lake Planned Near Loda”
A Paxton businessman has purchased 200 acres north of the 220-acre lake Bayles Lake
site, west of Loda, and may develop a lake on it within the next two or three years for
recreational purposes, said Tracy Pitzen, Paxton Mayor and consulting engineer.
Preliminary copy lines of the property have been drawn by Pitzen’s engineering office,
but engineering details are not complete.
The Bayles Lake Corp. is not taking part in the projected plan, but water flowing through
the present 220-acre lake would also be used to flood part of the adjacent acreage.
(Originally the spillway flowed north into a natural channel that had the water return to
Spring Creek. When Lake Iroquois was built this water was rerouted into the diversion
channel that would be extended around Lake Iroquois and meet Spring Creek, north of
Lake Iroquois.)
Pitzen said it is too early to estimate the exact size of the proposed lake but that it would
likely exceed 100 acres…..
1954, April, with their new home almost completed, Cleo and Mary Dean Bayles and
their 3 children moved to 436 Wolfe Drive at Bayles Lake from Paxton. Mary Dean was
responsible for getting bus service established at Bayles Lake as their children attended
school in Loda.
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1954, The Paxton Record newspaper reports….. “We salute D. B. “Doc” Bayles for the
lake development. Mr. and Mrs. Bayles moved into their ultra-modern home at 442
Wolfe Drive. The 5 room home with 2 bedrooms and 2 baths and 2 terraces commands
one of the most beautiful views of the lake.”…..
“It was through “Doc” Bayles that the area became the most beautiful and pleasant lake
in east central Illinois. The lake is one of the greatest single projects in the history of this
area. There are many who believe that Bayles Lake someday may have the necessary
300 persons to form a village corporation.”…..
1954, May, “Doc” Bayles and his wife, Ethel, move into their new home at 442 Wolfe
Drive on “Bayles Point”. He eventually sells the home to Weaver Healey who eventually
sells the home to Dr. and Ruth Etherton, who move here from Gibson City.
1954, State of Illinois, using a construction company from Watseka, paves the county
road west of Loda to the Bayles Lake east entrance. The cost was $17,573.00.
1954, June 3, The Paxton Record reports…..a car accident takes place at Bayles Lake.
A woman who was visiting family at the lake and was returning from Loda was turning
into the west entrance. As she was turning, two guinea hens ran in front of her. She
veered to her right to avoid hitting them and hit a parked car, her car then glanced off the
parked car as she hit her head on the steering wheel and the car headed down the bank
towards the lake. As the car picked up momentum and hit the water, its force carried her
out into the lake. Fortunately for her there were two Air Force service men from Chanute
Air Force Base fishing nearby and they dove into the lake and swam to the car. Initially,
they struggled to get the submerged car doors open. After successfully getting a door
open and helping her to the shoreline, she recovered with bumps and bruises to her head
and face. A tow truck service was called to get her car out of the lake…..
1954, June 11, The Loda Times reported…..When the beautiful new 1954 Hudson car
was pulled from Bayles Lake recently, there was considerable amazement with the speed
with which the auto was pulled out by Terry’s Wrecking Service. A local resident
supplied the best facetious reason when he commented “they got the car out so fast
because it was way over the horsepower limit for the lake.” (Out board motor owners are
limited to 5 horsepower motors on the lake.)
1954, June 11, The Loda Times reports:
“39 Homes Now Have Been Built at Bayles Lake”
The recent count revealed that a total of 39 homes are built or under construction at
Bayles Lake, a mile west of Loda.
What makes this total particularly staggering is the fact that no construction was
underway before June 1953.
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At the present rate the assessed valuation of lake property should swell to $1 million
within a very few years.
The horseshoe-shape roadway which winds around the main section of the lake will be
resurfaced this summer, according to lake officials.
The types of home construction vary from prefab summer cottages to two and three room
to permanent homes of wood and stone.
The lake itself nears engineering perfection. While other area man-made lakes were
almost dry as a result of the serve drought of last summer and fall, the level of Bayles
Lake dropped only 14 to 16 inches now, with spring rains, has regained its peak…..
1954, June 16-20, The Village of Loda celebrates its 100-year history. The Loda Times
produces two large, Centennial Editions reviewing the history related to Loda and the
Bayles Lake area.
1954, June 25, The Loda Times reports:
“Lake to Charge Fee for Public Fishing”
It was announced today by Bayles Lake officials that effective July 1, all fishing by the
public at the lake will be $1.00 per day, and the fishing will be in a specified area south
of the road that bisects the lake. It was further pointed out by lake officials that fishing
from the lake road is to be prohibited and this ruling will be enforced.
1954, June 25, The Loda Times reports…..the first drowning at Bayles Lake. A 35-yearold man from Rantoul drowned about 1:00 am. Five people, who were not lake residents,
had been at a party decided to stop at Bayles Lake to go swimming. Two of the men
were going to try and swim across the lake, near 1202 Sunset Drive, one man swam part
way but turned around to return to shore but the other man decided to keep going. The
group heard the victim yelling for help but before they could find a boat and get to him,
the yelling stopped. The group contacted the Bayles Lake Security Officer and the
Iroquois County Sheriff’s Office. Search operations began shortly after 3:00 a.m. with as
many as seven boats scouring the area with lights provided by a Loda Fire Truck. In the
morning two search planes were brought in and at 11:00 a.m. they reported seeing a dark
object under the water. Divers were able to recover the body. The four remaining friends
were charged, in an Iroquois County courtroom with trespassing and fined $50.00, they
remained in jail until they could make payment.
1954, June 25, The Loda Times reports:
“Thieves Steal TV Set from Weaver Display: Maurie Has Answer”
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Maurice Weaver is looking for the “meanest person” these days…for Maurice, who had a
tent display of television sets at the Loda Centennial is the victim of a theft of a 17-inch
Hallicrafter TV.
The set was taken out during the evening Thursday when the booth was temporarily
vacated.
Maurice gave away one set, “but I hadn’t figured on two,” he said with his usual display
of good humor in spite of adversity.
“If the people who took the set will give me their name and address, I’ll send them a
guarantee slip. You know all Hallicrafters are guaranteed,” he said.
1954, Telephone service was installed, but it only went to the lake entrances at the county
road. Dr. Edward Tappan lived at 912 Tappan Road at the lake and because he was a
doctor, he was able to have a line put into his home. Dale C. Bayles lived next to Dr.
Tappan. Cleo and Dale Bayles strung an old-World War II phone line across the lake
bottom and using an old crank phone they were able to call each other. Within one-year
telephone service would be available to all residents.
1954, mail delivery service was also started at this time.
1954, A new bridge and boat channel were built just west of the existing county highway
bridge, allowing boats to travel from one lake to another. Work on the county highway
was also completed, raising the road 3-4 feet as it passes between the two lakes.
Sewer lines circling the lake were installed in the mid 50’s.
1955, 50 homes built to date.
1955, May 12, Bayles Lake Landing Strip, a private, restricted landing, airfield at Bayles
Lake, Loda and owned by Bayles Lake Inc. was certified by the State of Illinois,
Department of Aeronautics and is awaiting final approval.
1955, June 12, The Champaign News-Gazette reports….. “Original plans for a public
picnic area were abandoned when users failed to take proper care of the facilities.”…..
Bayles and Pitzen re-draw this area on the plat map, turning this area into lots and
making them for sale. In fact, on one of the early maps, the east entrance was much
closer to the lake, cutting diagonally across lots 106 and 108 and then meeting Sunrise
Drive. Another map at Moore Mapmaking and Surveying, Paxton, shows the redesigned
lot areas and east entrance at its current location.
1956, 75 homes built to date.
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1956, May 16, The Champaign News-Gazette reports:
“Bayles Lake Stocked With 2,500 Pounds of Fish”
Property owners in a fish stocking program dumped twenty-five hundred pounds of north
lake fish into Bayles Lake near here in a major step.
The fish, released near the dam at the north end of the lake, weighed from 1½ pounds to 8
pounds each. About 30 persons were on hand at 6 a.m. to see the fish release.
To date, about 50 percent of the lot owners have contributed to the fund to stock the lake
and it is expected that others will contribute. As soon as more money is available, a
shipment of walleyes will be brought in from Lake Superior.
The lake’s board of directors voted at its last meeting to turn over all money from fishing
permits and boat and motor permits to a fund for lake improvement, including killing of
rough fish and cleaning the water of weeds…..
1956, June 4, The Champaign-Urbana Courier reports:
Airfield Approved at Bayles Lake
A private airfield for Bayles Lake, Loda, was among the seven approved by the state
department of aeronautics during May, Arthur E. Abbney, department director,
announced Saturday.
1956, August 23, The Champaign News-Gazette reports:
“Bayles Lake Group Plans Incorporation”
About 100 lot owners in the Bayles Lake area near Loda, met to start incorporating
procedures and to name a seven-man board of directors. The first Board of Directors was:
Howard Keefe, C. K. West, Louis G. Collison, Dr. C. H. Meyers, Tracy Pitzen, Dale
Bayles, and William Bash. Directors will serve one year. Tracy Pitzen acted as
temporary chairman and Warren Pacey acted as temporary secretary.
An organizational meeting will be held in the near future. The seven directors will
represent different areas of the lakeshore lots…..
1956, August 31, Bayles Lake, Inc., turned complete control of the lake over to the
Bayles Lake Lot Owners Association. From the very beginning rules and regulations
were set up to ensure maximum safety, particularly on the water. Requirements for
buildings are set so that the lake will be an attractive subdivision. All lots are waterfront
lots with a number of areas around the lake set up as parks to further add to the beauty of
the development.
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Rudy Berg is hired as the first Security person. He was responsible for patrolling the
roads and lake, enforcing the association’s rules and regulations. He arranged Halloween
security at the east and west entrances. Parts of Bayles Lake had a reputation as a
“Lover’s Lane” and Berg was on the look out for this as well.
1956, July 9, The Champaign News-Gazette reports:
“Bayles Lake Country Club Gains Support”
Approximately 50 persons have subscribed to an agreement to raise $125,000 for the
construction of a country club, nine-hole golf course and swimming facilities in the
vicinity of Bayles Lake.
The subscription forms have been in circulation for about a week and call for 250
signatures of persons willing to contribute $500 each.
D. B. “Doc” Bayles, of the Bayles Lake Corporation, owner of the land, said land had
been offered on the south end of the lake and that according to reports the response has
been pretty good.
Bayles said the proposed recreation area would serve Paxton, Gibson City and the
Melvin, Buckley, Roberts’s area. There also was some interest from Chanute.
Dr. E. T. Grove, Paxton, described the response as “fairly good” and said that tentative
drawings of the proposed golf course have been made. “We had hoped it would be ready
by next year, but no predictions can be made.”
Estimates on the cost of construction have been given at about $40,000 to $50,000 for the
course, $50,000 for the clubhouse and dining facilities. No amount has been determined
for the purchase of the land…..
1956, July 14, Bayles Lake Corporation pledged $25,000 to building golf course south
side Bayles Lake, article newspaper from the Ford County Historical group.
1956, August 11, The Champaign News-Gazette reports….. 125 people had signed up for
golf course membership. D. C. Hummel, Paxton attorney, is named chairman of a
committee of attorneys and a judge to obtain an option to purchase land from Bayles
Lake Corp. for the site of the proposed club.
1956, August 28, The Champaign News-Gazette reports….. a seven-member board of
directors was elected and authorized to incorporate the Bayles Lake Country Club. Board
members were told to take steps to amend the charter of the former Paxton Golf Club.
The first Board of Directors was Arthur Keefe, Sidney H. Dilks, Carl E. Hudson, W. D.
Kreitzer, Verle Kramer, Joe Holmes, and Duane Cultra. It was reported that membership
totals were at 144, but any construction plans would-be put-on hold until the membership
level reached 200.
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1957, May 9, The Champaign News-Gazette reports:
“Bayles Lake Company Formed”
The Bayles Lake Country Club will be known under the name of the Bayles Lake
Development Company, it was announced at a meeting at the courthouse. The purpose of
the new company, Atty. Warren Pacey said, is to build a golf course and country club to
be rented or leased to a social club, which will be formed as a separate organization. 200
people have subscribed for membership. The board instructed the treasurer to make an
immediate call for the payment of dues. Membership dues were $500 per member…..
1957, November, Bayles Lake Country Club becomes Lakeview Country Club and is
incorporated, and an application is made for a charter to operate as a country club. The
club will continue to be owned by Bayles Lake Development Company.
The Lakeview Country Club Corporation purchased The Bayles Lake Country Club and
its 75-acre golf course area from “Doc” Bayles for $20,000.00.
1957, The Maddox Construction Company, Rankin, Illinois constructed the golf course at
a cost of $65,000.00. $50,000.00 was paid in cash and 30 shares of stock worth
$15,000.00 were issued to Maddox Construction.
1958, July, the golf course opens for play. Carl E. Hudson and Frank Drendel played the
first round of golf. It has over 250 members.
1958, the Clubhouse was completed. Fred Kingren Construction Company, Paxton,
Illinois, constructed it. Construction price was about $72,000.00.
Carl Heacock was the first president of the Lakeview Country Club.
1958, May, Lakeview Country Club Corporation took possession of the golf course from
the Bayles Lake Development Company.
1958, 89 homes built to date.
1959, 127 homes built to date.
1959, July 7, the first addition to Bayles Lake was platted and recorded. The first sale of
the first addition lots was on July 16, 1959.
1959, Tracy Pitzen sells his consulting engineering firm to Vail Moore and it becomes
Moore Consulting Engineering. Robert Moore, Moore Mapmaking and Surveying,
Paxton, has a copy of the original platted map drawn up by Pitzen in 1952.
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1960’s
Interstate 57 is started and completed this decade. The state bought property from area
farmers such as Dickey, Healey and Thilmony. Bayles sold dirt to the State of Illinois to
build the Loda overpass. There are no borrow pits, so common in building the interstate
overpasses as there was a large hill in the area south of the Loda road and east of Spring
Creek, and Bayles Construction scraped off the topsoil and the proceeded to use the clay
subsoil to help build the overpass ramps. When completed they returned the topsoil to
the area. Work was sometimes slow as the workers would find arrowheads and stop to
investigate other Native American artifacts.
At some point in time Lakeview Country Club owns this area, east of the golf course and
Spring Creek, and south of the Loda road for golf course expansion. Lakeview runs into
some financial problems, and this acreage is raffled off.
BLLOA begins to consolidate the independent water districts as the old water system of
60-foot cooperative wells began to have problems. These old district wells were designed
to serve ten to twenty homeowners and each homeowner had to take turns maintaining
the well. It is recommended that each Lot Owner give up their individual water rights in
these independent water districts to the BLLOA.
Originally, there were five water wells: Ocala Park, Dee Cee Park, CB Park, Bay Park
and the green space area near Spring Lane, with the last well being drilled in 1953. As
the community grew, these old wells could not handle the demands. The East and West
well houses are built, and new wells are drilled, the east well in Pleasant Park and the
west well in Grove Park. The new wells would be much deeper. Our drinking water
comes from the Mahomet Aquifer and we tap into this aquifer about 210 feet below the
ground surface. Plans begin to be made that will consolidate/ replace/add new water
lines around the lake.
1960, The first time that the Department of Conservation / Natural Resources / State
Biologist shocked and sampled lake fish.
1961, January 6, BLLOA President, Glenn Collison, receives a notice from the State of
Illinois, Department of Public Health, Sanitary Division, stating, “with the completion of
the engineering survey of the water facilities at Bayles Lake, the water supply facilities
are under the jurisdiction of the Public Water Supply Control Law, which states that
facilities furnishing water for drinking purposes, serving 10 or more separate lots is
considered a public water supply under the law”. The Department of Public Health
recommends that the operation and maintenance be the responsibility of one person,
board or association to assure safe quality, a clean and adequate quantity and of
satisfactory mineral character for ordinary domestic consumption.
BLLOA begins to consolidate the independent water districts as the old water system of
60-foot cooperative wells began to have problems. These old district wells were designed
to serve ten to twenty homeowners and each homeowner had to take turns maintaining
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the well. It is recommended that each Lot Owner give up their individual water rights in
these independent water districts to the BLLOA.
Originally, there were five water wells: Ocala Park, Dee Cee Park, CB Park, Bay Park
and the green space area near Spring Lane, with the last well being drilled in 1953. As
the community grew, these old wells could not handle the demands.
The East and West well houses are built, and new wells are drilled, the east well in
Pleasant Park and the west well in Grove Park. The new wells would be much deeper.
Our drinking water comes from the Mahomet Aquifer and we tap into this aquifer about
225 feet below the ground surface.
Plans begin to be made that will consolidate/ replace/add new water lines around the lake.
The BLLOA amends it charter to include, among its purposes, “the operation of water
facilities for its members on a cooperative basis, and that arrangements be made as soon
as possible for transferring, on an equitable basis, ownership and operation of the various
water systems to the association”. This legal process is completed in July 1964.
East well – listed by the IEPA as Well #6.
Dug in 1954, the well is 225' deep, the pump is at 147'. The pump is 10 HP, 3 phase 60
hz. 220 Volt rated at 80 GPM with 300 ft. pressure at well head. The current 10,000
water storage tank was installed underground in 1981.
West well – listed by the IEPA as Well #7.
Dug in 1967, the well is 226' deep, the pump is at 126’. The pump is 7.5 HP, rated at 100
GPM with 225' of pressure at the well head. The current 10,000 water storage tank was
installed inside the west well house in 2002.
1961, September 29, The Champaign News-Gazette reports….. a second artificial lake
will be added to the successful Bayles Lake subdivision which has reversed a trend of
dwindling population in this central Illinois farm community. Comments were made at a
public hearing on Interstate 57. “Doc” Bayles told the group that he will have over 360
acres for this project. Bayles was not sure of a timeline but was certain that it will be
built…..
Also, at the same public hearing, Warren Pacey presented a petition asking for a new
interchange, as part of the Interstate Highway Program, to be built at Loda. Since Bayles
Lake had been built, the area population had increased by 10% and the building of an
additional lake would help this trend grow. Pacey, representing the Village of Loda, the
Bayles Lake Lot Owners Association and Bayles Lake Corp. presented a petition asking
that one of the three interchanges planned on Interstate 57 at Paxton, Buckley or Onarga
be shifted to Loda.
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1961, 142 homes built to date.
1962, September 14, The Champaign News- Gazette reports….. request for a local
interchange to be built at Loda was denied and plans were shown of construction frontage
roads still giving access to Bayles Lake from all directions. An overpass west of Loda
will allow travel to Bayles Lake from the east and west, and a frontage road will parallel
Interstate 57 connecting county roads from the north.
1963 June 26, Board of Director’s approves a resolution that effective July 1-each lot
owner assessed $25.00 fee for first $1,000 of value and $7.50 fee for each additional
$1,000 of value, per year, with a 5% fine for late dues. Funds are required for road repair
and maintenance, police protection, park maintenance and chemical control of vegetation
in the lake.
1963, July 9, The Paxton Record reports…..a light airplane was demolished in an
unplanned nose-dive type landing. Paul Bruce of Paxton was injured when his small
plane, a Piper Tri-Pacer, crashed on the private landing strip at the east edge of Bayles
Lake, 1 mile west of Loda about 5:00 pm.
Bruce told Trooper Dean Rhinehart of the State Police that he was coming into land
about 200 feet over the lake, travelling about 85 miles per hour. The plane suddenly
nosed over in the air and hit the ground at about a 50-degree angle. The plane was
reported as a total loss, its value estimated at about $3,000.00.
Bruce was taken to Paxton Community Hospital and was released. Bruce, a barber in
Paxton, has been flying for more than three years and has logged some 500 miles.
1964, February 27, Bayles Lake Inc. owner of the Bayles Lake landing strip, a private
restricted landing, airfield at Bayles Lake, Loda, transfers ownership to B & H Aviation
Association and was certified by the State of Illinois, J. E. Wenzel, Director, Department
of Aeronautics. The new owners are Cleo Bayles, Dale Bayles and Don Hasselbring.
1965, September 14, The Champaign News-Gazette reports….. the Iroquois County
Board of Review in a surprise move has doubled the tax assessment on all lots at Bayles
Lake. They stated this was done because the assessed evaluation of the area had grown
so much. Objection from the Bayles Lake Lot Owners Association was made because
they do their own road maintenance, provide their own gas and lights and maintain the
lake itself, with no help from the county. The lot owners asked the BLLOA to appoint a
committee and travel to Watseka and meet with the board of review. Also, at this
meeting were concerns about cleaning out the bays, algae in the lake and asking the state
to study weed control in the lake.
1967, November 16, The Champaign News-Gazette reports….. about 50 stockholders
attended the annual meeting of the Bayles Lake Development Company at the Lakeview
Country Club. The group voted to change the name of the Bayles Lake Development
Company to Lakeview Country Club, Inc.
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1968, January 24, The Champaign News Gazette reports….. ice fishing is a very popular
sport at Bayles Lake during the winter months. New regulations state that ice fishing is
prohibited within 150 feet of any shoreline. Ice fishing shelters are prohibited except that
each lot owner may be allowed not more than one shelter if it is manually portable,
marked in the same manner as boats or floats with the lot number listed. The shelter must
be removed from the lake before sundown each day, leaving the area in which it was used
in the following conditions-cleared of the equipment and debris, clean and unobstructed.
Between May 1, 1968 and April 21, 1969, Bayles Lake, Inc. sold about 200 acres to
Development Services, Inc. and Lake Iroquois Corp., companies that were going to create
Lake Iroquois for $240,000.00. Bayles Lake, Inc. sold the south side of Country Club
Lane (part of this becomes Thompson Park) and 13 platted lots along the township road
(this becomes the Bayles Lake Prairie Restoration Project) to W. L. Thompson for
$18,000.00. Bayles Lake, Inc. sold the property between Golf Drive and the township
road (part of this becomes Weaver Park) to Maurice Weaver for $5,000.00.
1968, July 22, The Champaign News-Gazette reports….. Development Services, Inc., of
Rock Creek, Ohio, developers of Lake Iroquois, began the $4,000,000 lake site and
residential development project and expects to complete it in about 18 months. The Lake
Iroquois community is expected to have 800 lots.
Development Services had purchased 450 acres from D. B. “Doc” Bayles, president of
the Bayles Lake Development, Inc. and an additional 50 acres from area farmer Virgil
Rapp. To form the 120-acre lake, a dam was built at the north end of the 500 acres.
The south end of the lake is the dam that was built to form Bayles Lake. Bayles had also
built a small fishing lake, Pinto Lake, and they had maintained it and stocked it for the
Boy Scouts, church youth groups and others for recreational fishing…..
1969 June, Lake Iroquois is 85% water filled, and the first residents begin moving in, in
November 1969.
1969, August 12, The Champaign News-Gazette reports:
“Bayles Lake Meet Set on Owners Rights”
The Bayles Lake Lot Owners Association, Board of Directors will meet to hear a report
from a special committee on the legal rights of the property owners to control use of and
access to the lake, according to association president Dr. Earl Ellis, Rantoul.
Dr. Ellis said that the group is seeking control of the use of boats on the lake in advance
of a proposed development program, which would include three marinas and a 200-unit
mobile home park.
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The trailer park site and the three marinas are slated for property owned by Dale Bayles
and Donald Hasselbring, original developers of the lake area. The trailer park will be
located on land presently used for a landing strip, Dr. Ellis said.
At present, no marinas or trailers are allowed on the lake but restrictive covenants on the
use of most of the land were not attached to the land involved in the proposed
development, Dr. Ellis said…..The BLLOA board authorizes board attorney Harold
Baker to draw up a resolution outlining boating regulations on the lake. The resolution
would regulate the number and size of boats on the lake and the number of boats at the
marinas.
1969, Bill Thompson who owned a construction company as well as the Redwood Inn
Restaurants in Rantoul, Danville and Kankakee, Illinois purchases from Bayles Lake Inc.
the lots along the south side of Country Club Lane, 21-39 and the lots along the east side
of County Road 100, 40-53. He then deeds lot 21 to the BLLOA, requesting a park be
created at this location.
1969, Bayles Lake Inc. assigned all the rights reserved to it over to the Bayles Lake Lot
Owners Association, a not-for-profit corporation. This assignment, including the rights
under the covenants, was filed in the Iroquois County Recorder’s Office in Watseka,
Illinois. The Association, therefore, owns all the lakes, roads, parks, all lands not
specifically dedicated and the water and sewer systems, the bays, coves, inlets, the
spillway and boat channel, together with all lands adjacent to the shoreline not otherwise
platted.
Sometime in the late 1960’s or early 1970’s a pontoon sea plane landed on Bayles Lake.
It was the evening time and it seems the pilot was flying in fog while on his way to Lake
Vermillion in Danville. The pilot knew this area a little bit, but the fog had him
disoriented. When he recognized where he was at he decided to land on Bayles Lake
until the fog lifted overnight. Imagine the surprise of the lake residents when this
happened. The pilot taxied the plane to the shoreline, at about 254 Ocala Court and
secured it for overnight and slept in his plane.
The next morning, after the fog had lifted, the lake was as still and quiet as could be, not
a ripple anywhere on the lake. Before the pilot taxied to the north end, to turn around and
take off to the south, he asked a few lake residents to drive their boats back and forth
across the lake to create waves, to help improve his depth perception and visual
landmarks for takeoff. As soon as the plane started south for takeoff, the residents
headed for the shore and waved as the seaplane became airborne and headed to Danville.
1970’s
The BLLOA explores ways to test water quality as a lake resident and board member is a
scientist and offers his Chicago lab for testing.
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Bayles Lake landing strip was active during this period. Lake resident Bill Thompson
and Loda resident Avery Atkins kept their planes there and used the runways. At one
time there was a small plane hangar located next to the landing strip. I am not sure when
the landing strip was deactivated but Bob Martensen, Don Peterson and Jerry Weaver
flew their airplanes in and out into the 90’s
1970 January, The Champaign News-Gazette reports that three men were killed and
another critically injured Saturday morning when the Illinois Centrals southbound City of
New Orleans collided with a gasoline truck at the Bayles Lake crossing in Loda.
1970 June, Dissolution of Bayles Lake Development, Inc. is completed.
1970, September 9, The Champaign News-Gazette reports…..A hearing is scheduled for
10 a.m., Saturday at the Iroquois County Courthouse, Watseka, to receive opinions on the
proposal to build a state medium security prison southeast of Loda. The site being
considered sits in Iroquois County, along the Ford County line, in Pigeon Grove
Township. Area farmer, Russell Lachenmyer has offered to sell land to the state.
1971, June 7, The Paxton Record reports….. an 17 year old young man from Loda
drowned Sunday, June 6, in Etty Kay Bay, near 340 Kaufmann, while swimming with
friends about 3:30 p.m. Friends say they were all swimming and diving about 60 yards
off the shoreline and he was reported missing about 4:30 p.m. Rescuers from the
Iroquois County Civil Defense Unit, the Iroquois County Sheriff’s Office, the Ford
County Sheriff’s Office and the Paxton Fire Department spent about three and half hours
searching and assisting in the dragging operations. They found the body about 8:00
p.m.…..
1971, November, BLLOA Pollution Committee recommends that the BLLOA ban toilets
from shoreline boat houses. This eventually led to banning boat houses from the lake
shoreline altogether.
1972, January, BLLOA had several discussions with owners of Indian Hills property,
across from Country Club Lane, concerned about farm field runoff and pollution from
area farms. This prompted the Indian Hills property owners to build a dam, creating a
lake that would serve as a settling pond for silt and pollution before it would enter Bayles
Lake.
1972, May 8, eight women meet at the home of Lucy Goff to discuss the organization of
an auxiliary. Inez Zaring is acting Chairman Pro Tem. Attending the meeting are Inez
Zaring, Lucy Goff, Sarieta Thorstenson, Reba Ozier, Pearl Brinkman, Peg Smith,
Virginia Ketchem and Evelyn Mandeville.
1972, May, Lucy Goff approaches the Bayles Lake Lot Owners Board of Directors, and
the Bayles Lake Auxiliary is formed.
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1972, May 20, the first Bayles Lake Auxiliary meeting is held. Elected officers are Mrs.
Franklin (Inez) Zarling, President, Lucy Goff, Vice President, Evelyn Mandeville,
Secretary, Virginia Ketchem, Treasurer. 42 members were present.
The auxiliary goals were and continue to be:
To promote sociability and good will among the families of Bayles Lake.
To have civic improvements.
To perpetuate the beauty of the natural surroundings.
1972, July, Maurice J. Weaver heirs’ approach BLLOA about selling Out lot C in the
First Addition for $5,000.00. Some residents become concerned that this property might
be sold and not maintained and may become a liability for lake property owners. A
group of 10 Bayles Lake residents, each paying $500.00, purchase this area with the
stipulation that the north half will become a memorial to the Maurice J. Weaver family
and the south half will be held in a trust for 5 years. It is also agreed upon that this
property will have no lake water rights. At the end of the trust period this property will
be sold, each investor would recoup their $500.00 and the rest of the sale money will be
turned over to the BLLOA. In May 1977 Weaver Park in dedicated to the BLLOA.
1972, November, overhead signs erected at the east and west entrances. Design created
by Mark Schneider, a Bayles Lake teenager. Cost is $995.51 and is shared 50/50 with the
Auxiliary and BLLOA Board.
1973, June, after heavy rains, water running underneath the culvert which was placed
between Indian Hills Lake and Bayles Lake, just north of Country Club Lane, caused
County Road 100 to wash out, depositing this material into Bayles Lake and the Indian
Hills Inlet. Iroquois County and Loda Township made road repairs and Indian Hills
would rebuild its dam, redesigning and making the dam a stronger structure.
1973, July, Bayles Lake Auxiliary creates the first Bayles Lake Flotilla. It has 35
participants.
1973 and 1974 fall season; BLLOA approves and lake is lowered 2 feet to allow
homeowners to do shoreline and dock work, kill off shoreline weed problems and
minimize shoreline erosion from the spring high waters. This process actually creates
more problems and this practice officially ends in 1976 when the board votes it down.
In 1977 the valve is damaged and not used again.
1974, Lake Depth Report is completed by the Department of Conservation / Natural
Resources.
1973, November, Bayles Lake Auxiliary writes a letter to the BLLOA board asking them
to think about increasing the amount of boat outboard motor horsepower. Electric boat
motor starters are the newest trend for boat motors. Residents begin to make this yearly
request as well.
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1974, June, the BLLOA board is approached by Lake View Mobile Homes, as a family
submits plat/plans to build horse stables and family residence near the air strip property
on Out Lot 1. The family is in the business of raising, breeding and training horses. The
board is asked to support an Iroquois County petition requesting a zoning change. The
board initially requests that a 150-foot buffer zone be created between the stables and
Sunrise Drive and assurances that no pollution will enter the lake. After several meetings
at the county level the zoning request is denied.
1975, July, Bayles Lake Auxiliary installed the flagpole on the north side of the county
road between the east and west entrances. This cost $250.00. Flags flown would honor
lake residents that had passed away. Dedication ceremony took place in October 1975.
Flagpole was moved to the south side, its current location, of the county road in 2008.
1975, October, BLLOA passes a resolution that the Loda Sanitary District, which had
been formed in 1972 to administer sewage treatment issues related to the environmental
quality needs in and around Bayles Lake, is designated to be its lead agency in any future
planning, designing, construction and operation of such facilities.
1975, December, since 1972, residents had been asking for the BLLOA to build a boat
ramp, providing for an easier way to get their boats in and out of the water. The board
narrowed the choices down to two, Block 6, Out Lot 12, just west of the spillway and
Block 7, Out Lot A, a spot at the bottom of Knob Hill at the south end of Newell Dam.
The board chose the south end of the dam and constructed a boat ramp.
1976, July, BLLOA studies a Department of Conservation / State Biologist option to kill
off “rough” fish that are making the lake waters so murky and start over with new game
fish. In this option, the lake would have been lowered 7 feet each fall and then chemicals
applied to kill off the fish. This was going to be done for 3 years in a row. The state
would then help restock the lake. This plan was never implemented.
1977, May, after much research which included requesting information from 12 outboard
boat motor companies, the BLLOA increases boat motor power limits from 5.0
horsepower to 7.5 horsepower and in 1980 increases it to 9.9.
1976, Because Bayles Lake is rapidly developing, the Illinois EPA cites the BLLOA for
water storage deficiencies and the BLLOA looks into erecting a water tower. They find
that water tower costs appreciate so quickly that other options are considered. The IEPA
suggests a more economical system, installing pressure tanks for a pneumatic water
system at the east and west well houses. This is the system that we use today.
1979, BLLOA creates a boat and trailer storage area around the maintenance shed. The
board also approves plans for a future addition for the maintenance shed and wants to add
a concrete floor.
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1980’s
From the mid 80’s to the mid 90’s a great deal of work is done adding to and/or replacing
water and sewer lines around the lake. The oil and chipped roads are in need of constant
repairs. The infrastructure for the community-sewer, drinking water, lake water quality,
roads and drainage-were initially designed for cabins and cottages, weekender or vacation
style activities. As more full-time people moved in, the demands became greater, the
problems and weaknesses of these systems became more apparent. A great deal of time
and money was spent on making constant repairs. Long range planning was not an item
the BLLOA dealt with, primarily because of financial restraints. They did what they
could to keep up and move forward. It seemed like the board was always opening bids
and preparing for more construction.
1980, With conversations and concerns that actually begin about 1975 between the
Thilmony family and the Bayles Lake and Lake Iroquois Boards about their family
farmland washing into the diversion channel, questions surface regarding the ownership
of the diversion channel as the Thilmony family began to make necessary tile repairs to
their farm fields contiguous to the channel.
A concerted effort is made by the Village of Loda, the BLLOA and the Thilmony family
and their legal representation to determine ownership of the diversion channel. They can
find no agreement papers between the Village of Loda, the Bayles Lake Development
Company and the adjacent landowners. They find no legal documents, easements, plats
or deeds regarding this at the local, township or county level.
1980, August 13, The Paxton Record reports…a drowning at Bayles Lake. A 16-year-old
boy from rural Mahomet, who was visiting a friend at the south Bayles Lake, was
swimming with his friend about 12:30 a.m. when he disappeared. Prior to the incident,
the boys had been swimming in the south lake and had been told to get out of the water.
Instead they boated under the bridge, into the north lake and begin swimming in deeper
waters. One of the boys encountered problems, his friend swam back to the boat and
when he turned the boat around to try and help, the boy had disappeared under the water.
Frantically, he searched for a telephone, eventually going to Loda to call parents who
then called police. Searchers struggled to find the body and even consulted with a
Psychic; searchers found the body three days later near 1228 Sunset Drive.
1982 May, BLLOA begins renting a small triangular area behind the Maintenance Shed
property for additional storage from Lake Iroquois for $1.00 per year.
1983, the Thilmony family files a lawsuit against the Village of Loda over ownership and
maintenance of the diversion channel on the east side of Bayles Lake. Their primary
concerns dealt with the lack of erosion protection, too much of their farmland being
washed into the channel. The Village of Loda files a third-party complaint against the
BLLOA requesting financial assistance if it should lose the lawsuit. A judge eventually
dismisses the BLLOA from the lawsuit. In 1992 a settlement is reached between the
Thilmony family and the Village of Loda after federal assistance is used to create
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terracing, filter strips and water retention areas. Iroquois County Soil and Water
Conservation District is involved with this project.
1984 April, a tornado hits Bayles Lake, entering the lake area from the southwest,
skipping across the lake, touching down and creating house, boat and tree damage on
Ocala, Kaufmann and Rulison before leaving the area, to the northeast.
1985, January, the Thompson Family dedicated Thompson Park to BLLOA. Lots 22-53
may be granted access to Bayles Lake, using Thompson Park.
1988 January, BLLOA purchases area east of East Entrance, now Stack Park, an area
near Healey Park, increasing its size, the Memorial Park area, allowing for its creation
and some out-lot acreage along the County Road in First Addition for $27,500.00.
1988, the entire Midwest is in the grips of a severe water drought, many area farmers lose
much of their corn and soybean crops. Bayles Lake water level drops two feet.
1989, June, Board again looks to research plans to start lake water testing for swimming
and recreational purposes.
1989 September, BLLOA purchases the small triangular area behind the Maintenance
Shed property for additional storage from Lake Iroquois for $1,000.00.
1989, Lake Iroquois completes a lake dredging/sedimentation removal project.
In the mid to late 80’s and again in the early 2000’s weather warning sirens are discussed
at the board level. At one time it considered sharing a unit with Lake Iroquois as Chanute
Air Force Base in Rantoul had a used one for sale; another time the board considered
purchasing its own siren. Each time the stumbling block appears to be purchase price and
installation cost, maintenance and service responsibilities, site location, liability concerns
and insurance costs and the ability to provide enhanced services for the hearing impaired.
In 2015 Lake Iroquois Association installed a weather/storm siren, $22,800 at its fishing
pond, in the Pinto Lake dam vicinity.
1990’s
1990, July, the first, combined Bayles Lake Auxiliary / Bayles Lake Lot Owners
Association quarterly newsletter is published. Its goal is to improve communication
among the lake residents and increase awareness of the two organizations’ meetings,
plans and workload. Jan Archer edits the newsletter. The Auxiliary President is Liz Hain
and the BLLOA President is Jim Galloway. Cost is $100.00 and is shared 50/50 between
the BLLOA and Bayles Lake Auxiliary.
1990, October, Rules and Regulations Committee conclude the “Governance Committee
Report.” This report studied the advantages and disadvantages of Bayles Lake becoming
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a village or municipality. After several meetings with local, county and state
representatives they concluded it would be in Bayles Lake best interests to remain a notfor-profit corporation and a private landowner association. The committee, concerned,
also studied the possible annexation by the Village of Loda and determined that this
could not happen. While Bayles Lake is contiguous to the village, not enough criteria
could be met for an annexation to take place.
1991 BLLOA changes it Board of Directors from representing 9 districts to 3 districts
equalizing the represented areas.
1994, BLLOA begins testing lake water for recreational purposes using Daily Analytical
Laboratories from Peoria, IL.
1995, BLLOA residents petition Iroquois County Road Commissioner, for permission to
create a walking path along the road and lake from the east gate entrance to the west gate
entrance, requested again in 2003 and 2007. All requests have been denied. The County
has an 80 foot right of way for this road, 40 feet north of center line and 40 feet south of
center line. BLLOA would be required to gain an easement from the lot owner at the east
entrance, fill in a portion of the lake and build a walking bridge across the boat channel to
the park at the west entrance. Caution “Walkers” signs were installed in 2009.
1997, burn pile moved from the county road area (Stack Park) to behind the Maintenance
Shed.
1997, Bayles Lake Auxiliary builds two boat docks on south Bayles Lake shoreline near
the Lakeview Country Clubhouse so that Bayles Lake residents can boat over to the club
for dinner. Marti Miller, Phil Merrriman and others raise $2,650.00 for this project.
1998, January, house fire at 1100 Sunset Drive. Frank Brocato
1999, Bayles Lake Board of Directors and Bayles Lake Auxiliary create Memorial Park.
1999, the BLLOA Board and the Auxiliary and local residents try to raise money to erect
a statue/memorial to D.B. “Doc” Bayles but the project did not generate enough support,
so they dropped the idea.
1999, September 28, The Paxton Record reports… on a house fire, Nancy Davis had just
walked in the door when the phone rang Sunday morning. The caller said she had heard
a scanner report that an elderly woman at 221 Sunrise Drive was in a wheelchair and her
house was on fire. She wanted to know how close Davis lived to that address. Mrs.
Davis recognized it was Lucy Goff’s house, two doors down from hers.
She ran to the house with her husband and when she flung open the door, there stood the
disoriented Mrs. Goff in a house filled with smoke. Mrs. Davis picked up the elderly
neighbor and quickly got her out of the house. They quickly retrieved her wheelchair.
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Soon after, the Loda ambulance and fire department arrived. Mrs. Goff, who is 89, was
admitted for observation to Gibson Area Hospital and suffered minor smoke inhalation.
Loda firefighters with mutual aid from Buckley battled the fire which was called in about
10:30 am. Strong winds fanned the flames which could be seen coming from the house.
The interior of the house was burned to a crisp…..
2000’s
2000, April, established on the advice of Robert E. Martensen, Legal Consul to the Board
of Directors, created the RESERVE FUND “it is the legal duty / obligation of the board
of directors to maintain monetary reserves for contingencies.” No mention of the amount
to be maintained in this account, amount to be determined by the board of directors,
complementing appropriate insurance coverage. It has been the Board of Director’s
decision to maintain a $100,000.00 balance with the yearly interest rolling over into our
miscellaneous expense line item.
2000, Road resurfacing project is started with the paving of the Sunrise, Skyline, and
Sunset Drive around the lake with the inlet streets to follow. This project transitioned the
old oil and chipped roads to a three-inch asphalt surface and was completed in 2009.
2000, May, house fire at 606 Skyline Drive, Don and Jan Ward.
2000, July 24
Tribe may want casino near Paxton
A consultant for the Oklahoma-based tribe has talked with county officials and searched
for land for a golf course, hotel and American Indian museum. Tom Julian, of Native
American Consulting Services in Minnesota, said county leaders are "looking at it
objectively."
The Miami sued 15 landowners last month in U.S. District Court, seeking to recover land
in 15 counties that the tribe contends rightfully belongs to them. State officials said the
lawsuit is not about the land, but instead meant to pressure Illinois into letting the Miami
open a land-based casino.
Talks between the Miami tribe and state government date to 1996. Govs. Jim Edgar and
George Ryan have opposed the Indians' desire for a land-based casino, which would
require changing state law.
"They've never made any secret that the ultimate goal for them is to get a casino in
Illinois," said Dave Urbanek, a spokesman for Ryan.
If that is the tribe's goal, there is precedent. In 1985, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in
favor of the Oneida tribe's claim to land in New York. A deal reached later let the tribe
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set up a casino, but the legal bickering between the tribe and government officials
continues.
Ford County officials have not dismissed the idea.
"From an economic development point of view, it would be a good thing," said John
Goldrick of the Ford County Economic Development Commission. "I would think that
something like that, with the jobs that it would generate, would be great economic benefit
to Ford County."
Julian said the project could generate 3,000 jobs. The Miami are eyeing Ford County
because it is at the northern tip of the 15-county area the tribe wants back. Paxton is close
to a huge pool of potential customers in Chicago, along a major interstate and needs the
jobs, Julian said.
Ford County Board Chairman J.R. Herriott said he has heard about a proposal similar to
what Julian discussed, but did not know how far it has progressed.
"I think there would obviously be considerable public debate regarding the moral issues
of a gambling casino," he said.
Tribal spokesman George Tiger said the lawsuit, pending in U.S. District Court in East
St. Louis, is not about casinos. The tribe is suing to get back its land, Tiger said.
Last week, Illinois Attorney General Jim Ryan said he would intervene on behalf of
landowners and seek to have the lawsuit dismissed.
2001, The Miami Indian tribe had dropped its lawsuit, but the area leaders weren’t letting
down their guard. The tribe’s attorneys said they were dropping the suit they file the
previous July against owners of 15 properties in east central Illinois. The tribe claimed
that it was the rightful owner of about 2.6 million acres under the 1805 federal Treaty of
Grouseland.
2002 Ford-Iroquois County Public Health Department and Illinois Environmental
Protection Agency reminds the BLLOA of potential sanitary sewer deficiencies.
In the near future, there will be too many hook ups for this type of system and BLLOA
needs to begin searching for solutions. This will be necessary because of IEPA rules to
strengthened environmental regulations regarding discharge of wastewater into
waterways, improvements will need to be made. Wastewater treatment is currently
provided by private onsite sewage disposal systems that drain into the diversion channel
and Spring Creek.
2003, May, Illicom withdraws its request, from Iroquois County, to build a cell tower on
property just west of Spring Lane, on the west side of the lake. Many residents are
opposed to this; they present a signed petition to the County Zoning Board and attend
meetings in opposition to this plan.
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2003, June, begin using PDC Laboratories, Peoria, IL for recreational lake water quality
testing.
2004, June 16-20, The Village of Loda celebrates its 150-year history. The Loda Times /
Paxton Record produces a, Sequa-Centennial Edition reviewing the history related to
Loda and the Bayles Lake area.
2006, BLLOA is advised by Berns Clancy and Associates, an Engineering, Surveying
and Planning Firm and IEPA of sanitary sewer deficiencies and begins working with the
Loda Sanitary District and Berns Clancy and Associates to resolve this. Berns Clancy
and Associates replace Daily and Associates.
2007, April, At the request of the majority of lot owners in the First Addition of the
Bayles Lake Subdivision, the Board of Directors adopts the Covenants for the Bayles
Lake Subdivision to be the Covenants for the First Addition to the Bayles Lake
Subdivision and is recorded in the Recorder’s Office of Iroquois.
2007, the bridge replaced and culvert repairs on Route 45, south of Loda, where Spring
Creek flows under the highway.
2008, May, BLLOA becomes the Bayles Lake Homeowners Association, (BLHOA).
2008, Area known as First Addition is aligned with Bayles Lake Subdivision through an
Amendment of the Covenants, Restrictions and Reservations on First Addition to Bayles
Lake Subdivision. This recorded in Watseka at the County Clerk’s Office.
History of Fish Kill’s and IDNR Investigations
A review of Illinois Department of Natural Resources files in Gibson City and Bayles
Lake Homeowners Association Board of Directors meeting minutes indicate large fish
kills in 1964, 1966, 1968, 1978, 1998, 2002, 2005 and 2008.
Not sure of the exact dates but in the 60’s or 70’s reports fish kills were mentioned in
several reports. It seems weeds, undesirable fish and stunting were the primary reasons
for the early fish kills as chemicals were introduced into the lake to accomplish this.
Lake was lowered 7-12 feet to do this. This was considered a lake rehabilitation project
and the lake was then restocked for better balance.
In 2008 Shad was the primary fish that have been involved in the larger die offs. Bacteria
called Columnaris seems to be the reason.
2008, Doris Robinson Pavilion is built, and playground equipment added to Healey Park.
Facilities are dedicated to BLHOA in September 2008.
2009, June, DNR / State Biologist shocked and sampled lake fish.
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2009, September, BLHOA website is launched…www.bayleslakehoa.com
2010’s
2010, March, BLHOA sues to stop B.A. Higgins Development Company from
proceeding to build a road across a lot in the Bayles Lake, First Addition, Subdivision,
which would have been in violation of the Restrictive Covenants of the Subdivision. The
purpose of the road was to provide access to property adjacent to the Subdivision.
Application for a building permit had been denied by the BLHOA.
Judge rules in favor of BLHOA stating that the development company was trying to
expand the Subdivision against the wishes of the Homeowners Association. The
development company would have been in violation of the BLHOA restrictive covenants
and that the BLHOA had the right to deny the building permit.
2010, April, Established the Bayles Lake Natural Habitat Area at the south shore of the
south lake. Developing this 1,710-foot area would protect Bayles Lake, the lake
shoreline, lake-bank, the natural nesting and shelter areas for some of the wildlife at
Bayles Lake. It would also help control invasive plants and promote the native plant
population and its growth. This plan would be consistent with the DNR recommendation,
to try and establish a Bass Fishery, using the south shore of the south lake, because of its
silt condition.
2010, June, A Lake Management Study begins. BLHOA looks into water quality, lake
depth, algae and sedimentation issues at Bayles Lake.
2010, 261 homes built to date.
2011, April, Newell Dam and Stability Inspection is performed by Berns Clancy and
Associates. Newell Dam has not had a safety inspection in its 59 years of life. Safety
inspections and spillway capacity evaluations have been a state mandated safety program
with the Department of Natural Resources, Office of Water Resources since the 1970’s
and should be performed every 5 years. These inspections must be completed by a
professional engineering and surveying service’s company and keeps us in compliance
with state regulatory requirements. The inspection is completed in October, Newell Dam
is classified as a Class 3 Dam and rated a low hazard dam by the State of Illinois, by the
IDNR / Office of Water Resources.
2011, August, The Pioneer Trail Wind Farm begins construction south of Loda and east
of Paxton, along the Ford-Iroquois county line. Eventually 77 wind turbines will be built
in Button and Patton townships in Ford County and 17 wind turbines will be built in Loda
and Pigeon Grove townships in Iroquois County.
2012, July, after almost 2 years of discussion between the BLHOA Board of Directors
and Lakeview Country Club Board of Directors, Lakeview decides to drill their own
water well for their golf course irrigational needs. This well is 285 feet deep, into the
Mahomet Aquifer, with a 5-inch pipe, capable of providing 170,000 gallons per hour.
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2012, the entire Midwest is in the grips of a severe water drought, with many area
farmers getting well below average bushels per acre for entire corn and soybean crops.
Unofficially, Bayles Lake water level drops 21 inches. The Board of Directors asks lake
residents to voluntarily conserve water and to use extreme caution when burning.
Illinois State Water Survey Climate Data-Piper City Reporting Station
2012, July weather in the area set or tied several records for temperature and rainfall.
A total of 29 days reached 90 or better, breaking the old mark of 27 set in 1988.
Eleven days reached 100, tying the mark set in 1936.
The average high for July was 96.6, breaking the mark set in 1955.
The average temperature was 82.2, second to the 83.1 of 1988.
Eleven days reached 100, with 107 on July 8th the hottest.
Another18 days reached 90; two days were in the 80s, with a low of 80 on the 9th.
Rainfall was sparse, setting a record for the least rainfall of any July at 0.73, breaking the
old mark of 0.82 set in 2008.
Nationally, federal scientists say that July was the hottest month ever recorded in the
lower 48 states, breaking records set during the dust bowl of the 1930’s. They have
declared over 1600 counties, disaster areas.
In the State of Illinois, 98 out of 102 counties are declared disaster areas and qualify for
federal assistance.
2012, August, “An Amazing Story” …Submitted by Don and Gay Peterson
We were at home, 222 Ocala Drive, and inside our house, about 3:45 p.m., there wasn’t
any noticeable wind prior to this moment when an intense wind kicked up. We heard a
deck chair scoot across our deck and looked out the window to see our deck table
umbrella spinning like crazy and the trees really whipping. We thought a storm was
coming so we went out on the deck to put the umbrella down and give a quick check of
the weather. By this time the wind had already subsided. We noticed that our pontoon
boat had broken away from our dock and was about 60 feet out on the water. With a
closer look, we noticed that it was upside down! Bruce Watt, 162 Sunrise Court, heard a
loud crash and looked toward our house and saw a huge splash in the air. He came down
to our yard because he thought a tree limb had fallen into the water.
The boat sat upside down in the water until Friday morning when a crew of good friends
came to help upright it. The boat was hooked up to a winch (labor and winch provided
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by friend, Don Wolf of Paxton), with help from Jerry Weaver and myself in the water
along with Rod Cardinal and Bob Siddall (both fully clothed!!!) we guided the boat
during the process and it was flipped right side up again. Several residents of Bayles
Lake experienced this intense wind, but no other damage was reported. Many people
have given a “meteorological” name to this intense wind, but we still don’t know 100%
exactly what it was. Maybe we should call it “Mariah!” Thanks again to all that helped.
2012, August, B.A. Higgins files an appeal with the State of Illinois Appellate Court.
The Court of Appeals panel of three judges upholds the lower court findings.
2012, November, due to the drought last summer, several trees died off in our parks. In
Healey Park, we lost an old Oak Tree. As we were talking to Matt Price, Price Tree Care,
about cutting it down and removing it, he mentioned that if the tree was still solid at the
base, if we ever considered creating a chainsaw sculpture. He indicated that he has done
some of this work before. He showed several pictures of Owls and Raccoons. We asked
him to consider this while cutting the tree up. It worked out perfectly and thanks to
donations from John and Ann Healey and Bob and Diane Thorstenson we now have a
new Owl resting on the stump of the old Oak Tree.
2012, December, B.A Higgins voluntarily dismisses appeal against former BLHOA
board members.
2013, April, B.A. Higgins Development Company begins a legal process that will
eventually convey to Bayles Lake, 8.06 acres, south of Country Club Lane, along the
county road, 100 East, near Lakeview Country Club in return for all legal proceedings be
dropped against them.
2013, June, DNR / State Biologist shocked and sampled lake fish.
2013, September, B.A. Higgins Development Company completes settlement with
BLHOA as they receive final paperwork from Barmann, Bohlen and Jacobi, attorneys
representing BLHOA and the Iroquois County Recorder’s Office.
2013, November, Established the Bayles Lake Prairie Restoration Area, 8.06 acres, south
of Country Club Lane, along the county road, 100 East, near Lakeview Country Club.
Developing this site will include a 2,727-foot walking trail and will protect the natural
nesting and shelter areas for some of the wildlife at Bayles Lake. It will be used to
promote the native plant population and provide a diverse and environmentally rich area
that residents can explore, enjoy and experience.
2014, February, Board of Directors creates a Sewer Advisory Committee (SAC). Their
responsibilities are to gather information and bring their knowledge and suggestions to
the BOD for discussion and decisions. This committee will stay in place until the
completion of the sewer project. The reason for forming this committee is to retain the
same people and all the knowledge they have accumulated about the project. This will
aid in bringing new board members up to speed every year.
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2014, March, A letter was sent to the USEPA, adding the Bayles Lake Homeowners
Association to the list of supporters seeking greater protection of the Mahomet Aquifer.
Our drinking water comes from this vast underground reservoir and we encouraged the
USEPA to permanently designate the aquifer as a “sole source” for all of east central
Illinois. As essential as water is to sustaining life, we asked for support by adding an
extra layer of regulatory protection for all of us and not permitting any hazardous waste
material to be stored above it. This aquifer provides drinking water for 14 east central
counties and over 750,000 people.
2014, July, BLHOA President Nick Schuit and the Board of Directors designate Outlot B,
south of Country Club Lane as Cardinal Park in honor of Rod and Mary Cardinal and
their ongoing efforts to enhance the diversity, uniqueness and beauty of the parks and
green space that surrounds Bayles Lake.
2014, October, Board of Directors approved retaining an investigator, Jim Clarage,
Municipal Consulting, at $50 per hour, not to exceed $2,500 per month to review all the
tasks that BCA has performed to date. The BOD has made a request to BCA that no
further bills should accrue until the SAC can review the nine-year paper trail as to what
actually was done.
2014, November, Integrated Lakes Management begins a lake dredging project on
selected bays. This will be a multi-year project and funded appropriately through the
Lakes and Parks budget.
2015, February, Board of Directors reaffirmed its desire to upgrade our wastewater /
sanitary sewer system and began to review the investigative report.
The investigator and the SAC were asked to review the work and billing of BCA. The
investigator reported that he has been hired in the past to do forensic analysis of public
and private work projects for insurance companies and attorneys.
2015, March, Board of Directors fires Berns Clancy and Associates as the engineering
firm for the wastewater / sanitary sewer project.
2015, March, Board of Directors begins working with Jim Huff, an environmental
engineer with Huff and Huff Engineering Inc., Huff has been asked what the engineering
would cost to do their system design (a filtered septic system design) on our lake. Huff
responded it would cost $10,080 for preliminary soil testing, drawings and engineering.
The money would come from reserves.
The investigator recommended meeting with the law firm of Momkus McCluskey, Lisle,
Illinois to discuss options, if any, regarding legal action against BCA. Nick Schuit and
Jim Clarage met with the firm.
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2015, June 10, “The Paxton Record” reports:
After 43 years, Loda Sanitary District to be dissolved
By Will Brumleve
After 43 years the Loda Sanitary District will be dissolved. The Loda Sanitary District is
coming to an end after 43 years of serving the village of Loda and unincorporated
community of Bayles Lake.
What isn’t clear is when the dissolution will happen, and how the district’s $43,646 in
funds on hand will be distributed to the two Iroquois County communities.
The Loda Sanitary District, in existence since 1972, was formed with the intent of
collecting property taxes to help fund sanitary sewer projects for both communities. But
years of efforts to bring proposed sanitary sewage treatment plants to fruition have been
unsuccessful…..
2015, October 5, “The Paxton Record” reports:
WCIA-TV staffer: 'Two generations of tape is disappearing'
Matt Metcalf of WCIA-TV’s “CI Living” presented the program during the Ford County
Historical Society’s recent annual dinner meeting at the Arcade restaurant in Paxton.
With 35 members present. Metcalf, 38, told the group he is a lover of local history and is
presently taking graduate courses at the University of Illinois in archiving. He called
television news reports the “first draft of history.” At the station, he is working his way
through 40 years of stored tapes before the technology used to view them becomes
obsolete. He noted WCIA got rid of its film projectors in 1999.
“Two generations of tape are disappearing,” Metcalf said.
WCIA films from 1957 to 1975 have already been donated to the Abraham Lincoln
Presidential Library & Museum in Springfield.
Metcalf reminded the audience assembled, mostly older people, that “the only way to
connect is to share the stories digitally with the next generation.” Metcalf noted that half
of all people access the Internet with mobile devices instead of with personal commuters.
Metcalf said websites should be accessible by such devices to get their messages across.
Metcalf had some technical difficulties with his program because he came with the wrong
cord for the projector. A restaurant employee went home for her laptop, and Pacey
assisted with the necessary software programs.
For his program, Metcalf prepared a set of six news stories from across the years and
across Ford County. The first was from 1968 from north of Roberts featuring official
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weather bureau observer Robert Bradbury, 93, who was retiring after serving in that
capacity since 1911.
The extensive second story was about the 1974 visit to Melvin by President Gerald Ford
upon Congressman Les Arends’ retirement after 40 years. Ford had recently become
president from his position as the speaker of the House, and the two had served in the
House together for 25 years.
Other stories included the 1989 making of Chevrolet truck commercials in Ford County,
the first day of school in 1990 at the newly consolidated Paxton-Buckley-Loda High
School, a 2000 protest against the Miami Indian proposal to put up a casino in the county
and the 2007 Paxton Majestic Theatre fire and an interview with the late Jan Fratia,
whose father once owned the theater.
Metcalf said he would see that the society gets a copy of his program from which
individual copies can be made. He said the sharing of the information can rally support
for local history and lead to a sense of belonging.
2015, December, according to Illinois State Climatologist, Jim Angel, the almost 7 inches
of rain during this month sets a new record for the wettest December on record. The
average temperature has been 41.5 degrees, making this December the second warmest of
all time.
2016, Robert Moore sells his mapmaking and surveying firm to Ted Hartke and it
becomes Hartke Mapmaking and Surveying, Paxton. They have a copy of the original
platted map drawn up by Pitzen in 1952.
February 2016 Lawsuit vs. the engineering firm of Berns Clancy and Associates was filed
after various discrepancies appear throughout investigation.
2016, June 16, “The Ford County Record” reports:
Loda man: It’s illegal to give Bayles Lake any of district’s funds
By Will Brumleve
A Loda resident Monday night questioned the legality of the Loda Sanitary District
board’s plans to help pay engineering fees for a proposed sanitary sewer system that
would exclusively serve the Bayles Lake Homeowners Association.
J.R. Ptacek repeatedly asked the sanitary district board’s attorney, Bob Martensen, a
Bayles Lake resident, which section of the Sanitary District Act of 1917, under which the
district was created, allows the district to give money to an unincorporated community
like Bayles Lake….
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2016, September, Bayles Lake resident Neale Keselica and the Bayles Lake Auxiliary
complete replacement work of the new foot bridge at Memorial Park and Garden.
Memorial Garden received a facelift with the stonework new plantings completed by
Biggs Landscaping.
2016, September, The Board of Directors (BOD) and Sewer Advisory Committee
received two proposals from companies that do televising work on sewer systems,
seeking prices to do this work at Bayles Lake. These companies would televise, record /
document and clean (jetting) our entire system and help identify potential problem areas.
Our BOD would be able to use this technology to plan and budget for future repair
projects. We would own the recordings, we could review it when necessary, use it to
show repair contractors and update our infrastructure sewer line maps. The BOD
approves a contract with Hoerr Construction, Peoria, Illinois for this project.
2017, February, Andrew Hoerr began with a power point presentation of a very detailed
map of how much of our sanitary sewer collection line was televised, cleaned and
documented and how much he was not able to do.
Andrew stated that approximately 16,000 feet +/- of 6- and 8-inch tile had been inspected
and about 6,000 feet +/- remained. They could not inspect the 6,000 feet because some
of it is 4-inch tile and they cannot get their cameras inside, some of the tile has been
broken, collapsed, had off set joints or has a 90- or 45-degree angle and the camera
cannot make the turn. In several instances there are runs of 800-1,000 feet with no kegs
or even clean out points and they cannot get inside the line.
Andrew indicated that our collection line varies in depth from 3-4 feet to 6-8 feet below
the surface and the 24-inch kegs are pretty restrictive.
Andrew estimated that we have 16-point repair areas that need to be repaired as soon as
possible. These spots have been marked on the ground, noted on their paperwork and
map. He estimated that we have an additional 23 areas that are impacted by either a 45 or
90 degree turns that need new kegs added to these spots so they can come back to finish
the televising, cleaning and documentation. These spots have been marked on the
ground, noted on their paperwork and on their map. He will provide us with a copy of all
of the paperwork, maps and video recordings.
2016, November 8, “The Ford County Record” reports:
Loda Sanitary District to reimburse Bayles Lake $23,242 for project
The Loda Sanitary District board approved Monday reimbursing the Bayles Lake
Homeowners Association a portion of the $95,000 in costs it expects to incur to televise
and clean its sanitary sewer lines…..
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2016, November, Hoerr Construction, Peoria, Illinois begins work on the televising
project. The cost of any EPA permit process, recording, televising, documenting and
cleaning the entire sanitary sewer system is not exceed $95,000.00.
2016, December, concerns of a water leak in the east well house brings Lynn Reiners,
Reiners Well Drilling, Cissna Park, to Bayles Lake. After inspecting the well, he shuts
down the east well pump, pulls 147 feet of piping and the pump was removed. We have
some real issues here. This is the pump that has been sucking sand into the water system.
On Thursday, December 8th it will be inspected. The pump casing will be checked, and
they will try and determine if it can be cleaned and reinstalled.
This will be a real process as it would require drilling outside of the well house, running
the new water line underground inside of the well house along with getting the permits
needed from the IEPA and any other county regulations that would need approval.
Mark LeClair would need to be involved and the IEPA permitting process will take some
time.
East well – listed by the IEPA as Well #6.
Dug in 1954, the well is 225' deep, the pump is at 147'. The pump is 10 HP, 3 phase 60
hz. 220 Volt rated at 80 GPM with 300 feet. pressure at well head. (this is a pressure
rating). The current water storage tank was installed underground in 1981.
West well – listed by the IEPA as Well #7.
Dug in 1967, the well is 226' deep, the pump is at 126’. The pump is 7.5 HP, rated at 100
GPM with 225' of pressure at the well head. The current water storage tank was
installed inside the west well house in 2002.
Info: Jim Keenan as provided by Mathew at IEPA Champaign Region division of Public
Water Supplies. (217) 278-5800. Report by Bob Siddall.
January 2017, BOD agrees to try to mediate case and attend a mediation and arbitration
session with ADR Systems, Chicago, Il with Judge Richard Billik. Session failed.
February 2017, Note from Finance Committee: Jerry Bauman presented a review of the
2016-17 budget. In December and January, we were hit by heavy repair work to our east
and west sanitary lift stations and our east well house water pump for about $39,000.00.
The Finance committee met with board members January 25, 2017 and established the
2017-18 budget and recommended that we raise our quarterly dues assessments by 13%.
This budget included a 3% raise for our employee’s. A letter will be sent to the residents
explaining the necessity of the dues increase.
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Jerry made the motion “For the past five years quarterly assessments have remained
unchanged. Unfortunately, this is no longer possible, therefore:
•
•

Quarterly dues assessment for improved lots will increase from $195.00 to
$220.00 per quarter.
Quarterly dues assessment for unimproved lots will increase from $68.00 to
$77.00 per quarter.

This represents a 13% increase from FY 2016 and an average of $5.00 per year over the
past 5 years, during which assessments remained constant, for improved lots”.
May 2017, currently waiting on court / BCA deposition phase to be completed and trial
date set with courts in Iroquois County.
May 2017, Sewer Advisory Committee recommends Chandler Excavation, Onarga, IL, to
the board for repair work on the 16 “Point Breaks” as identified by Hoerr Construction
during the televising / cleaning project. Nick asked for a motion to accept and approve
the proposal from Chandler Excavation for our sewer repair project. Jerry Bauman stated
that the board could develop the contract, but the board should not sign off on the
contract until the board had the opportunity to review it first.
Jan 2018, Jim Bash, Jerry Bauman, Tom Parker meet with our new MMR attorney, Bill
Costello and senior firm partner Jim Harkness at the MMR office Lisle, IL. Previous
attorney has left the MMR firm.
2018, February 14, “The Ford County Record” reports:
“Loda Sanitary District’s fate all but decided now”
The dissolution of the Loda Sanitary District appears imminent after an Iroquois County
judge last week directed district officials to wrap up its business and distribute its
remaining funds to the two communities that comprise it.
During a hearing in Iroquois County Circuit Court, Judge James Kinzer heard a request
from the Loda Sanitary District’s attorney, Bob Martensen, to order that the district be
dissolved.
Attorneys representing the two communities that comprise the district — Dale Strough
representing the village of Loda and Ellen Lee representing the Bayles Lake Home
Owners Association — also spoke to Kinzer, stating that their respective boards had
agreed to the terms of intergovernmental agreements related to the disbursement of the
district’s remaining funds.
After hearing from all parties, Kinzer authorized the district’s trustees to execute those
agreements with Loda and Bayles Lake and to distribute the balance of the remaining
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funds in accordance with the terms of the agreements after first paying the district’s few
remaining bills.
Martensen said that of the $15,231 on hand, the district will give about $7,479 to Loda
and about $3,858 to Bayles Lake…..
…..Another issue in the proposed agreement with Loda that village officials were
concerned about was a requirement that Loda would assume the responsibilities and
liabilities of the entire district upon its dissolution, as required by the Illinois Sanitary
District Act of 1917. However, that issue, as well, seems to be resolved, as Loda will be
responsible for just its own territory and Bayles Lake just its own, as well.
“Basically, we point out in the agreements that the village of Loda ... will have to take
over responsibility in the village of Loda (only) and that the covenants of agreements of
Bayles Lake provide that the homeowners association has responsibility out there (only at
Bayles Lake),” Martensen said.
The district was formed in 1972 with the intent of collecting property taxes to help fund
sanitary sewer projects for both Loda and Bayles Lake. But years of efforts to bring
proposed sanitary sewage treatment plants to fruition have been unsuccessful.
Feb 2018, Jim Bash, Ed Killen, Allan Lee, Jay Ross, Municipal Consultant-Jim Clarage
and MMR attorney Jim Harkness meet with Judge James Kinzer and legal representatives
from BCA and agree to settle this lawsuit, ending this legal episode. Bayles Lake will
receive $113,000 as part of its settlement with BCA.
February 2018, Approval of 2018-2019 Fiscal Year Budget
This budget is used by the Board of Directors to pay the salaries and expenses for our
employees: Maintenance / Grounds, Security, Water Supply Operator, Treasurer, Legal
Support and Administrative Assistant. The budget also covers a yearly audit / financial
review, utilities, real estate taxes and HOA Insurance as well as infrastructure expenses
for maintenance and repairs for roads and drainage, drinking water, sewer, lakes and
parks and includes lake water testing, grass cutting, snowplowing and the sanitary sewer
system project.
2017-18 was a trying year: we had unexpected major repair expenses relative to our
water distribution system at our west well house and had to shut down while testing and
repairs were made. We had to dig deep into our savings to help cover this expense. We
continue to evaluate and make repairs to our east sanitary lift station. We continue with
ongoing litigation with our previous engineering firm and had slight increases in our
insurance coverage and utilities. We had to replace our 16-year-old Gator utility vehicle
and we completed the sanitary sewer line point repair project, repairing 18 points in our
system. We have continued with our shoreline erosion control project along the county
road and with street repair work.
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Quarterly Assessments for Fiscal Year 2018-2019 will increase 2.50%.
Quarterly dues assessment for improved lots will rise $5.00, from $220.00 per quarter to
$225.00 per quarter.
Quarterly dues assessments for unimproved lots will rise $3.00 from $77.00 per quarter
to $80.00 per quarter.
2018, April 19, “The Ford County Record” reports:
“Loda Sanitary District’s board meets for final time”
The Loda Sanitary District’s board of trustees met for the final time Thursday afternoon,
with the district’s dissolution expected to become official at a court hearing next week.
During the meeting, held at the downtown Paxton law offices of Martensen, Niemann &
Sorensen, the board paid its final bills — totaling $15,456 — bringing the district’s funds
on hand to zero.
Included in the bills were two checks written to the two communities that comprise the
district — the village of Loda and the unincorporated community of Bayles Lake. As part
of intergovernmental agreements related to the disbursement of the district’s remaining
funds, Loda received $7,524 while Bayles Lake received $4,021.
The rest of the balance went toward paying publication fees, trustees’ fees and attorney
fees.
The two-member board — comprised of Bayles Lake resident Warren Hamby and Loda
resident Paula Rossow — approved a “report of distribution” during Thursday’s meeting,
setting forth how the remaining funds were to be distributed.
The board also approved the intergovernmental agreements with the two communities —
which were signed by Loda Village Board President Carol Arseneau and Bayles Lake
Homeowners Association Board President Jim Bash, respectively.
The only actions still needing to be completed by the district are the publication of an
annual financial report for the fiscal year that ends April 30 and the sending of an annual
report to the state comptroller’s office, said the district’s attorney, Bayles Lake resident
Bob Martensen. The cost of doing so was accounted for in the fees approved for payment
Thursday, Martensen noted.
The district’s dissolution is expected to become official during a hearing in Iroquois
County Circuit Court scheduled for 9:30 a.m. Wednesday, April 25, at which time the
district will present proof of the disbursement of its remaining funds and Judge James
Kinzer will enter an order officially dissolving the district, Martensen said.
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Certified copies of the judge’s order will then be sent to the state comptroller’s office,
state treasurer’s office and Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, as required by state
law, Martensen said.
It was in February that Kinzer heard a request from Martensen to order that the district be
dissolved. Attorneys for Loda and Bayles Lake also spoke to Kinzer at the February
hearing, stating that their respective boards had agreed to the terms of the
intergovernmental agreements. Kinzer then authorized the district’s trustees to execute
those agreements and distribute the balance of the remaining funds in accordance with
the terms of the agreements after first paying the district’s remaining bills.
The district was formed in 1972 with the intent of collecting property taxes to help fund
sanitary sewer projects for both Loda and Bayles Lake. But years of efforts to bring
proposed sanitary sewage treatment plants to fruition have been unsuccessful.
With too little funds to proceed, Loda is no longer even considering a sewage treatment
facility — either in conjunction with Bayles Lake or on its own. That has left Bayles
Lake independently moving forward with its own treatment plant that would serve only
its own residents.
Meanwhile, some Loda residents thought it was not fair they had been taxed by the
sanitary district when it was serving them no purpose. As a result, the district a few of
years ago stopped levying any property taxes. The district has been basically inactive
ever since.
2018, April, Established in April 2018 by the Board of Directors and Ellen Lee, Legal
Consul, with the settlements of the BCA-Sanitary Sewer Project court case and
dissolution of the Loda Sanitary District with the intention of helping cover “ costs of
making improvements and repairs to our infrastructure system that may exceed the
amount of funds on hand budgeted for the purpose of making improvements to the
associations infrastructure system. In the event the costs thereof exceed the budgeted
allocation would meet the need to cover budgeted and unbudgeted costs and avoid
depletion of the necessary reserves of the association” establish a FUTURE SEWER
AND INFRASTRUCTURE RESERVE ACCOUNT.
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2018, July 10, “The News-Gazette” reports:
Theory on massive fish kill at Lake Iroquois: 'Lake turnover'

Photo by: Provided by Jim Shearl
Volunteers help remove dead fish from Lake Iroquois on Sunday, July 8, 2018, following
a massive fish kill discovered Sunday morning. The cleanup efforts and are expected to
continue for another week.
LAKE IROQUOIS — If there was a silver lining to last weekend's massive fish kill at
Lake Iroquois near Loda, it was that the 80-acre lake had not yet been stocked with new
fish this year.
Thousands of fish were found dead Sunday morning — everything from carp to bass to
catfish to walleye to crappies to blue gill.
"I saw some of every species that I'm aware of that were still in Lake Iroquois that were
part of the kill. It didn't discriminate based on species at all," said Lake Iroquois resident
Mike Johnson, head of the Lake Iroquois Association Bass Club.
What caused the fish kill remained unknown Monday. An inspector for the Illinois
Environmental Protection Agency collected water samples at the lake Monday to be
tested later this week.
"I believe he's primarily looking at the outfall area of the lake to determine if there was
something that entered the lake that could have caused the fish kill, or otherwise looking
to see if it was lake turnover that reduced the oxygen levels," said IEPA spokesman Kim
Biggs.
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Lake Iroquois resident Jim Shearl, chairman of the association's recreation committee,
said that "as best as we can determine," the fish kill was caused by the fish not getting
enough oxygen due to a phenomenon called "inversion," also known as "lake turnover."
Shearl said the lake's surface layer likely became "very hot" during recent "extremely hot
and humid weather." Then on Friday, a cold snap occurred, causing the surface water to
cool down, become denser and sink, in turn causing the water and sediment on the lake's
bottom to rise.
"The oxygen was not available in the water for the fish," Shearl said, because "the lake
turned over."
Shearl noted that following the fish kill, the lake's water appeared "very muddy," which
lines up with that theory.
A group of marine biochemists that the association uses to maintain oxygen and PH
levels at its 5-acre fishing pond checked that pond on June 29, Shearl said. Around that
time, the group had received reports of lake inversion elsewhere, he said.
"So, this is something that doesn't happen very often, but it is common," Shearl said.
When the marine biochemists tested the oxygen levels at the small fishing pond, they
predicted that the pond would "turn over." Yet it appears it was the lake, not the pond,
that did so.
Shearl said the pond likely avoided a fish kill of its own because mechanical aerators had
been installed in it this spring. The lake does not have any aerators, Shearl said.
"There's motors that create air that emits out into the (pond) that causes the water to
move," Shearl explained. "And that aeration was enough to keep that fish population (in
the pond) safe."
The fish kill was discovered Sunday morning. Later that morning, Shearl organized
volunteers to help remove the dead fish.
"By 10 a.m., we had 30 people at our swim beach volunteering and cleaning up, picking
up fish and putting them into an end-loader on a tractor," Shearl said. "Then we put (the
fish) into a dump trailer and hauled them away to a proper disposal area.
"The volunteers worked for four hours on the swim beach. Then, after lunch, they moved
to another cove and worked another four hours."
The cleanup continued Monday with about a dozen volunteers, Shearl said. He estimated
it would likely continue for another week, noting that he expects more dead fish to
surface in coming days. Larger dead fish often take longer to float to the surface.
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State EPA officials blame Lake Iroquois fish kill on 'lake turnover'
LAKE IROQUOIS — Illinois Environmental Protection Agency field staff believe
naturally occurring “lake turnover” was to blame for thousands of fish dying at Lake
Iroquois on a recent weekend, an agency spokesman said.
Testing of water samples from the lake near Loda detected “very low” levels of the
herbicide atrazine but otherwise came up clean, said IEPA public information officer
Kim Biggs.
“The samples were tested for pesticides and showed ‘No Detect’ for all parameters with
the exception of atrazine,” Biggs said in an email Wednesday. “The atrazine detected was
at very low levels, and well below both the maximum concentration level for drinking
water and the aquatic life-use-attainment levels that have been established.
“Given the results, it is the opinion of our field staff that the fish kill likely resulted of
lake turnover, which is naturally occurring.”
Jim Shearl, chairman of the Lake Iroquois Association board’s recreation committee, had
said previously that he believed the July 8 fish kill was caused by the fish not getting
enough oxygen due to lake turnover. Shearl noted that the lake’s water appeared “very
muddy,” which lines up with the theory.
Shearl said routine testing of the water by the Illinois Department of Public Health
showed there are no E. coli bacteria issues in the lake. Still, no swimming is allowed yet.
“The (swimming) beach will not be open for swimming even though we got one good
test (from the IEPA after the fish kill),” Shearl said. “We want at least one more, maybe
two (before re-opening it for swimming).”
2018 June-Tom Parker began a discussion regarding the 66-year-old spillway dam and
several leaks. He showed photos of the leaks and various repairs made by Bob Siddall.
He stated he felt this was an emergency situation and repairs to provide long term
stability to this dam was crucial.
Rod Cardinal stated that he had received two estimates, one for $9,980.00 and the other
for $6,625.00. Both concrete contractors came highly recommended from Paxton Ready
Mix, well versed in structural concrete issues.
Both contractors described their plans: On the north side of the spillway dam wall, they
would drill two rows and insert, vertically, 2-foot pieces of ½ inch, #6 epoxy coated rebar
into the existing dispersal pad, the length of the dam. They would attach four rows, 51
feet each, horizontally of ½ inch, #6 epoxy coated rebar, tied into the respective wing
walls. They will create a 2-foot x 2-foot box for the concrete to be poured. They will use
a hydraulic water stop in the center of the rebar. They will use a “6 bag concrete mix” for
this project.
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The board agreed that this problem should jump to the front of our work schedule and to
proceed as quickly as possible.
2018 July, Approves $15,842.00, Reiner’s Well Drilling for pump issues and repairs at
west well house.
2018, July-The Bayles Lake Auxiliary has completed year one of a two-year project: they
had the east and west entrance overhead signs and posts repainted, they repainted all of
the park’s signs and are replacing selected street signs as well as painting the information
signs and message centers. The fresh appearance brings new energy to all these areas.
Many thanks to Lisa Harlow and her group of volunteers for taking on this big project.
2018, August-The old dock at Thompson Park has been replaced. Paul Meuser requested
a sign be put at the dock stating that the dock is for Bayles Lake residents only.
2018 September-Rick and Marlene Goben sell Twin Lakes Marine to Greg and Jacob
Forrest and rename the business-Loda Marine.
They are a full-service marine business. Among the many service options, they will
provide include taking your boat in and out of the lake, boat and motor repairs, new boat
decks, new boat sales, new motor sales, storage options, winterization needs, upholstery
needs and much more.
They operated Clinton Lake Marina for the past 15 years and bring lots of boating
information and experience to the community.
2019 February, Jerry Bauman reviewed the 2018-2019 Fiscal Year which ends February
28, 2019 and we are under budget primarily because we did not do any lake dredging or
sewer line replacement work.
Jerry reviewed the proposed 2019-2020 Operating Budget. The Finance Committee and
committee chairs met on January 24 to develop the new budget. After a brief discussion,
Jerry and the Finance Committee were comfortable moving forward with this budget
proposal.
Quarterly dues assessment for improved lots will be $230.00 per quarter.
Quarterly dues assessments for unimproved lots will be $82.00 per quarter.
2019 June, BOD approves $1,650.00 east well house repairs to roof, water pipe roof
access port and gutter guards.
2019 September-The Board of Directors enter into a contract with Bruce Harris &
Associates for $8,250.00. Bruce Harris & Associates is a professional Geographic
Information System (GIS) company specializing in GIS mapping and product
development. The company specializes in providing GIS solutions to local government
agencies throughout the United States. Their services and solutions include appraisal
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support applications, parcel maps and mapping, digital aerial photography, ArcGIS for
Local Government implementations and solutions, GIS consulting, as well as GIS data
creation and data conversion services. The mission is to be responsive to all of the
clients’ GIS needs. Harris & Associates does work in 70% of the counties in Illinois and
has done extensive work in Iroquois County. Check out bruceharris.com for more
information.
We would start with the following items and add more as we grow more familiar with
this product:
•
•
•
•
•
•

All sewer lines, sewer line outlets, sewer line kegs, sewer line repairs or
replacement.
All water lines, water shut off valves, all repairs or replacement work.
All gas lines and any underground ground cable.
East and West well house repairs.
Road repair sites.
Plus, Mr. Harris had many other examples.

We would need a dedicated I Pad for this infrastructure map. Details and information
could be shared between board members, residents, and contractors. Ideally one person
would be assigned to update daily work information. All repair work would be updated
and documented so we would have an historical perspective if or when additional work
was needed at specific spots.
Rod Banks stated that the Harris & Associates option gives us the most control but also
requires the most work on our part, but we would be walking Bayles Lake with any
company the board chooses so we might as well take the most cost-efficient approach for
us. This will be a major step forward for our community.
2019 Clarified zoning status of property at west entrance with Iroquois County Assessor
and it is listed as Rural Estates with 3 buildable lots. (We thought it was zoned as
B-1 for light industrial).
2019 BOD and Auxiliary purchase, for $1,275.00, an A.E.D. Unit for Robinson Pavilion.
2020’s
2020 February-Jerry Grodesky reviewed the 2019 - 2020 Fiscal Year which ends
February 29, 2020 and we are under budget primarily because we did not do any lake
dredging. After a brief discussion, Jerry recommended an 8.7% increase of the 2020 2021 quarterly dues assessment.
HOA dues were noted as follows:
• Quarterly dues assessment for improved lots will be $250.00 per quarter. (261)
• Quarterly dues assessments for unimproved lots will be $89.00 per quarter. (29)
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2020 February-Jerry Grodesky reviewed the financing of the new 2020 John Deere
3038E tractor with a loader and mowing attachment. This new tractor replaces the old
tractor purchased in 1999. The BOD was provided a brochure and handout. Total
purchase price will be $28,891.96 - taxes and incentives included.
2020 February-Jerry Grodesky reviewed the financing of $8,740.00 for the feasibility
study for replacing the east well house drinking water storage tank with the Farnsworth
Engineering Group. The BOD was provided a handout.
2020 March, A worldwide pandemic breaks out. The Covid-19 Coronavirus affects our
way of life in the United States and locally many meetings and social opportunity are put
off until this virus is under control. The BOD cancels three consecutive meetings.
2020 May - The west well house water storage tank was inspected and cleaned by
Pittsburg Tank and Tower Group (PTTG), Henderson Kentucky on Wednesday, May
27th. The tank will be inspected to ensure compliance with governmental requirements.
In addition, PTTG will look for sources of contaminants and perform ultrasonic thickness
testing. Sediment and debris will be removed. Chlorine disinfection and sample testing
will be done before returning the tank to service.
2020 May - Farnsworth Group, Champaign, Illinois has completed its research into three
design options for replacement of the 40-year-old hydropneumatic water tank in the east
well house according to current IEPA regulations. Rod has had conversations with the
group of Mark LeClair, Bob Siddall, Rod Cardinal regarding this project. BLHOA
received a comprehensive report on the descriptions of the options, benefits and
drawbacks of each, and estimated costs. Financing alternatives were given. This group
will meet again with Farnsworth before the next BOD meeting. A copy of the report will
be distributed to all Board members to review for the June 23rd meeting. Mike Friend
from Farnsworth will present his findings.
July 2020, BOD approved west well house tank maintenance work, grinding rust off tank
and repainting, work to be done by PTTG at a cost of $7,983.00.
July 2020, BOD $2,600.00 west well house roof repairs and insulation fixed.
July 2020, we complete the dredging / sedimentation removal project in our bays, coves,
and inlets in the north lake.
September 2020, Metropolitan Industries, Romeoville, Illinois gave a presentation on
what their company could do for us and the replacement of the east well house drinking
water storage tank.
October 2020, Maintenance work on the west well house was completed. The tanks were
hand washed and tank exterior was scrubbed with biodegradable detergent, then
remove all loose rust and scale with wire brushes and hand scrapers in accordance with
SSPC#2 (hand tool cleaning), spot prime and apply one finish coat of acrylic paint.
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During this process the west well system was taken offline for several days to reduce
moisture inside the building but was not turned off and community relied on east well
system to provide drinking water. After this project was completed, the well system was
brought back online.
October 2020, Comprehensive remapping of Bayles Lake infrastructure system project is
complete. The basic rebuilding of the infrastructure map is complete with over 600
features located. Ninety-five percent of the resident water shutoff valves have been
located and added to the map. Fifty-five sewer kegs have been found and added to the
map. A map of the 55 kegs, 16 cleanout ports, 2 manholes, and 2 lift stations was printed
with directional arrows of effluent flow marked on the icons. Features have been located
by GPS / GIS software with photos and data and incorporated into the map and loaded
onto the Bayles Lake I-Pad for easy accessibility.
October 2020, Erosion control project was completed along both sides of the shoreline
along the county highway, 200 north.
October 2020, The Loda Fire Protection District level loading pad along the county
highway, 200 North was completed by Richard Vance. The BOD shares expenses with
Loda Township and Loda Fire Protection District
November 2020, Iroquois County completes replacement of the safety guard rails over
the boat channel at the bridge on the county highway, 200 North.
2020, December, BOD approves $71,000.00 with Fehr Graham Engineering for a
Preliminary Design Memorandum / Engineering proposal for the east well house project.
• Preliminary Design $12,000.00
• Final Design $18,000.00
• Bidding and Negotiation $3,000.00
• Construction Administration $21,000.00
• Construction Observation (RPR) $17,000.00 (Based on 200 hours of on-site
observation
January 2021, we have gone “paperless” by using email with regards to billing residents
our quarterly HOA dues assessments with the exception of about 25 residents that do not
have email or have requested to receive this information via US Mail.
From 2018-21, we reviewed or strengthened several items related to our Rules and
Regulations. Fences, pets, blowing leaves into the lake, outbuildings, variances, dog
runs, tents, speed on roads, safety, age concerns, and because of Covid-19 we adopted an
emergency procedural provision in the By-Laws.
• We have banned the use of lawn fertilizers that contain phosphorous.
• We have adopted Demolition Permit requirements.
• We have adopted Short Term Rental requirements.
• We have adopted a position statement regarding planting trees lake side of your
home.
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•
•

We have adopted a position statement regarding monetary contributions.
We have posted, at the boat ramp, signage “Be a Hero / Transport Zero”
supporting the DNR program to clean and drain boats as they move from lake to
lake to reduce invasive plants etc.

February 2021, The BOD sets the quarterly assessments for Fiscal Year 2021-22 and
creates an infrastructure dues assessment.
Improved Lot (261 units)
• Quarterly operational dues assessment for improved lots will be $250 per quarter.
• Quarterly infrastructure dues assessment for improved lots will be $100 per
quarter.
• Total assessment will be $350 per quarter.
Unimproved Lot (29 units)
• Quarterly operational dues assessments for unimproved lots will be $89 per
quarter.
• Quarterly infrastructure dues assessments for unimproved lots will be $36 per
quarter.
• Total assessment of $125 per quarter.
The goal is to build a framework for the future, improve our financial position and to
review the need for infrastructure improvements by developing planning initiatives. An
important emphasis is being placed on building our infrastructure reserve fund to support
several big projects that are on the horizon. These capital projects are key to the longterm health and safety of our residents and to maintaining the beauty of our community.
February 2021, help promote the Loda Fire Protection District ice rescue training session
at Lake Iroquois. Begin to raise money to help LFPD purchase a Rapid Deployment
Craft for lake rescue situations.
April 13, 2021, establish a mutual aid agreement with the City of Paxton to render
emergency mutual aid to one another.
June 2021, BOD approves construction bid document and project manual with Fehr
Graham Engineering for the east well house refurbishment project for our drinking water
storage tank.
July 2021, BOD approves $389,000.00 with Fehr Graham Engineering for the east well
house refurbishment project for our drinking water storage tank. (JONES) Construction
has the low bid and will do this project.
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APPENDIX:
Bayles Lake Coves, Bays and Inlets
North Lake
Ocala Bay, named for Ocala, Florida
Iroquois Bay, named after Iroquois County
Sleepy Hollow Inlet
Etty Kay Bay, named after Ethel Bayles and Kay Wolfe
Joyce Cove, named after Clyde Joyce, a car dealer from Paxton
Bay Mar
Newell Dam, named after E.P. (Pat) Newell, worked for Bayles Construction and was a
foreman for the Bayles Lake dam construction project.
Currie Cove, named after James Currie, a welder, who worked for the Bayles
Construction Company
Warren Bay, named after Warren Pacey, Secretary, Bayles Lake Inc.
Daley Cove, named for Dale C. Bayles
Short Cove, named because it was a short and shallow cove
South Lake
Inlet from Indian Hills Lake, near Country Club Lane
Inlet from Lakeview Golf Course Irrigation Pond
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Bayles Lake Parks
North Lake
Tom Stack Park is named after long time maintenance man for the Bayles Lake
community. Years ago, this park was also known as Hickory Park and Sunrise Park.
Pleasant Park is on Sunrise Drive / Sunrise Terrace / Sunrise Court.
Shoemaker Park is named after Wayne Shoemaker, an Assistant Surveyor at Bayles Lake
Pow Wow Park is on Ocala Court
“Healey Pond” located between Sunrise Court and Ocala Drive, east of Sunrise Drive,
Healey Pond provided ice for coolers at Loda Poultry, Healey Pond was much bigger
before the Bayles Lake landing strip was built. The Healey family owned this property,
and in the winter, workers from the Loda Poultry Company would come to the pond and
cut ice and store it in the poultry ice houses for use later in the year.
Patton Park is named after Cliff Patton who ran a restaurant in Paxton.
Healey Park is named after Weaver Healey, local businessman and area farmer.
Robinson Pavilion is named after Doris Robinson, a long time resident and benefactor of
the Robinson Pavilion.
De Cee Park is named for Dale C. Bayles.
Kaufmann Park is named for Mark Kaufmann a Buckley Realtor who worked with
Maurice Weaver to sell lots at Bayles Lake. Their Real Estate Office was at 336
Kaufmann Drive.
Memorial Park is on Sunrise Drive
Be Ja Park is named for Betty Jane Bayles.
Ce Bee Park is named after Cleo B. Bayles.
Bay Park is on Sunset Drive / Bayshore Terrace / Bayshore Drive.
Hickory Park is named for the presence of the many Hickory Trees.
Grove Park is named for Dr. E.T. Grove from Paxton and lake investor.
Woodworth Park is named for James Woodworth, who owned apartments and owned a
car dealership in Paxton and lake investor.
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Evening Park is on Sunset Drive / Sunset Court on the west side of the lake.
South Lake
Weaver Park is named for the Maurice J. Weaver Family.
Thompson Park is named for the Thompson Family. The Thompson Family owned a
construction company as well as the Redwood Inn Restaurants in Rantoul, Danville and
Kankakee, Illinois.
Cardinal Park and Prairie Restoration Area is named for Rod and Mary Cardinal
recognizing their volunteer work on this project as well as other areas around the lake.
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Bayles Lake Roads, Drives, Courts, Lanes, Terraces
North Lake
Lucy Goff Lane is named after long time resident who started the Bayles Lake Ladies
Auxiliary.
Sunrise Drive / Sunrise Terrace / Sunrise Court are named because they are on the east
side of the lake.
Ocala Drive / Ocala Court are named after Ocala, Florida.
Weaver Court is named after Maurice Weaver. Maurice was an area farmer and Paxton
Realtor who worked with Mark Kaufmann to sell the lots at Bayles Lake.
Kaufmann Drive is named for Mark Kaufmann, a Buckley Realtor who worked with
Maurice Weaver to sell lots at Bayles Lake. Their Real Estate Office was at 336
Kaufmann Drive.
Wolfe Drive is named after Eddie Wolfe, local businessman and a lake investor.
Rulison Drive and Rulison Terrace are named for Dr. Clyde Rulison, Roberts, Illinois and
a lake investor.
Karr Lane is named for Don Karr, an assistant to Tracy Pitzen.
Skyline Drive
East Skyline Court
Bayshore Drive / Bayshore Terrace
Tracy Lane is named after Tracy Allen Pitzen, Engineer and Surveyor of Bayles Lake.
This area is also referred to as “Pitzen Point”
Pacey Drive is named after Warren Pacey, Secretary, Bayles Lake Inc. and a lake
investor.
Tappan Road was named for Dr. Edward Tappan, a doctor from Paxton and a lake
investor.
Spring LaneParker Terrace is named after Fred Parker, who owned a dry-cleaning business in Paxton
and lake investor.
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Sunset Drive / Sunset Court are named because they are on the west side of the lake.
South Lake
Northshore Drive is named because the Northland Shore Development Company built the
3 homes built there, in 1991.
Lakeview Drive is named because it overlooks the south lake and the Lakeview
Country Club.
Golf Drive is named in recognition of the Lakeview Country Club golf course.
Country Club Lane is named because of its west side approach to the Lakeview
Country Club.
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(This article is retyped from The News-Gazette, August 28, 1952.)
“Work Moves Swiftly on Large Bayles Lake Site Near Loda”
By Jim O’Connor, News-Gazette Staff Writer
Grading and drainage of the new 400-acre Bayles Lake site, one mile west of here is
expected to be completed by September 15 as work moves into high gear to take
advantage of ideal weather conditions. The lake itself will cover 220 acres of the
development.
Begun in 1946 by D. B. Bayles, Paxton contractor, the project had been delayed almost
five years because of the illness of Bayles. Now, under the combined supervision of
Bayles and Tracy A. Pitzen, Paxton mayor and project manager, 15 pieces of big grading
equipment are rapidly finishing the blacktopping of four miles of lake front roads and
clearing lake bottom areas preparatory to partial flooding this fall.
When the final touches are done, Bayles Lake, Inc. will offer one of the most beautiful
residential sites in the area within 45 minutes driving time of Champaign Urbana.
Preliminary surveys provide approximately 250 choice lake front lots of 15,000 square
feet each, with good stands of hickory, oak or walnut on all of them.
The completed lake will be more than five times the size of Lake of the Woods at
Mahomet and will be equal in the size of Lake Vermillion at Danville. It will be a
minimum of four feet deep and its maximum depth will be 35 feet. Water to keep the
lake at constant depth will be secured from a ditch, which drains 9,500 of farmland north
of Paxton. Yearly rainfall is sufficient to fill it completely three times.
Included in the plans are approximately 30 acres of timbered area, which will be open to
the public as a picnic site. The Loda Sportsmen’s Club has cleared brush and weeds from
the park site and fireplaces will be erected, probably next spring. Girl Scout and Boy
Scouts from the surrounding area have earmarked a 20-acre area on the northwest corner
of the project for their use.
Although the corporation’s officials state that the lake could easily be filled this fall,
present plans are to fill only the lake bottom until lot purchasers have an opportunity to
build boat docks fronting their property. Complete flooding will then occur in the spring.
When finished, the lakes are bisected by the county road, with about 160 acres lying to
the north and the balance to the south. Presently gravel, the county road is scheduled for
blacktopping in the near future.
A major feature in the construction was the need for eliminating possibility of sewage or
silt flowing into the new lake. In order to prevent contamination, the city of Loda and the
Lake Corporation is sharing the cost of a new drainage channel one and one quarter miles
long which will lead Loda sewage around the lake and empty into the main channel
below the dam site. At one point the new channel is 33 feet deep.
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Total cost for the lake project is $200,000 to $250,000.
Projected also are a nine-hole golf course and a landing strip for light aircraft, however
no date has been set for the starting of either job.
The Bayles Lake Corporation was at one time of great interest to the state as a
preservation area. Following a change in administration, 40 Loda and Paxton area
businessman joined with Bayles in financing and most of them have planned homes of
their own in the new area.
Until the construction work now under way is completed and final costs assessed, the
corporation will be unable to state what costs of home sites will be. However, Pitzen
advises that the planning is primarily civic and not a money-making project.
Zoning ordinances are under discussion by the corporation in order that comparable
structural costs and appearances will be maintained.
It is expected that sometime around September 15 plans will be sufficiently complete to
permit acceptance of reservations. The Maurice Weaver real estate company, Paxton,
will act as agent. Construction of a caretaker’s home and office is now in progress at the
lake site.
Mason and Meents contracting company, Watseka, have the road contract and it hopes to
complete the 4 miles of lake front road within the next three weeks.
Also assisting with work is E. P. Newell, Urbana contractor.
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(This article is retyped from The News-Gazette, Monday, April 20, 1953, page 20.)
(Large aerial view of Bayles Lake)
(This was written below the aerial photo)
220-Acre Loda Lake Filled. This air shot taken from 6,000 feet looking south shows
the newly completed 220-acre Bayles Lake west of Loda, which offers area residents
home building sites, fishing and water opportunities. More than 130 of the 250 lots
originally platted have been sold. A blacktopped road, which circles the lake, is
completed except for a short stretch over the dam at left. Thirty feet deep in the center,
the lake is fed by rain and snow water run off from several thousand acres of farmland
lying south and east of the lake. Estimated cost of the project, including land cost,
grading and road construction is $250,000. Under consideration is a scout camp area
across the road from the dam site and about 20 acres has been reserved near the county
road at the far end as a public picnic area. (Picture by Al Karr, New-Gazette staff
photographer, from Tynor-Harris Aviation Service, plane flown by Earl Taynor.)
(Another photo shown)
(This was written below the photo)
Home Building Starts at Lake. The foundation for the home of Les Ehresman,
Buckley, has been completed and construction of another home is in progress at the new
220-acre Bayles Lake and residential area west of Loda. Over 130 home sites have been
purchased at the lake, a number of boat docks have been completed and the construction
of a large number of homes, both for permanent and summer use is expected to begin
quickly as weather will permit.

BAYLES LAKE FILLED; START BUILDING HOMES, DOCKS
Construction of two homes at the new 220-acre Bayles Lake site west of Loda has begun.
About 15 are already using the lake, which is now completely filled, and construction of
many more homes will begin soon, Tracy Pitzen, engineer for the project said Saturday.
Interest in the new lake, largest of its kind in the immediate vicinity, has already resulted
in the sale of more than 130 lots for home sites, Pitzen reported.
A total of 250 lots were laid out in the original plans and plans are already being made for
an additional 150.
The lake, which is bounded by a blacktopped road, over three miles long, is 30 feet deep
in the center and almost two miles long. A county highway divides it with 170 acres
lying to the north of the road and the balance lying south of the highway.
Plans for a formal dedication to be held sometime this summer are being made, Pitzen
said. Preliminary planning is for a water carnival in conjunction with other ceremonies.
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An estimated $250,000 has already been spent on development of the lake site. Still to be
completed is the blacktopping of the road over the dam at the north end and access roads
to many of the inlets lying on peninsulas jutting into the lake.
Costs of the lots vary from $1,500 to $3,000. Some especially choice lots were sold for
$6,000 each.
Homes are restricted to a minimum size of 500 square feet and all building on the lot
must be under one roof. Some three-bedroom homes have been planned.
Water for home use will be obtained from deep wells. Groups of lot owners are expected
to put down central wells, which will serve from six to 20 homeowners. Power lines
have already been strung to the site.
Because of the depth of the lake, no public swimming areas are planned at present.
However, a park site of about 20 acres adjoining the county highway has been reserved
for public use.
Boats on the lake will be restricted to a maximum of five horsepower. The lake will be
stocked with fish, according to present plans.
The Weaver and Kaufmann realty firm, Paxton, which is handling lot sales, are keeping
an office open at the lake site on weekends.
During one recent weekend, more than 600 automobiles made the tour around the lake.
Financing the project is the Bayles Lake Corporation, a group of Paxton area men headed
by D.B. Bayles for who the lake is named.
Doctor E.T. Grove, Paxton, is vice president and Warren Pacey is secretary-treasurer.
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(This article is retyped from The Paxton Record, June 10, 1954, a huge, one-page
advertisement, congratulating Loda, on its 100th Anniversary.) Centennial Edition.
BEAUTIFUL BAYLES LAKE
Central Illinois’ Loveliest New Subdivision
Congratulates Loda on its 100th Anniversary
(Large aerial view of Bayles Lake, same photo as 1953 article)
(Four Advertisements were listed along both sides of the aerial photo)
For Real Family “Fun”
Relax in Your Own Home
On Bayles Lake…Just
One-mile West of Loda
On State Aid Road
4 Miles North of Paxton
Get Your Lake Lot Now
And Enjoy it All Summer
And the Year Around

*Fishing
*Boating
*Swimming
Many Fine Choice
Lakeside Lots Available
Phone 45-Paxton, Ill
Weaver or Kaufmann,
Realtors

Services Available
Electric Service:
Hookup with REA
Telephone Service:
With General Telephone
Water Service:
Fresh Drinking Water Piped
To Lots Through Cooperative
Efforts of Lot Owners

Excellent Roads
All Weather Roads
Leading to Each Lot
Will be Completed
This Year
School Bus…
Transportation is Available
Also as The Bus Completely
Circles the Lake

(This was written below the aerial photo)
This bird’s view of Bayles Lake is an aerial picture taken from several thousand feet in
the air and from the north end looking south. On the right is the huge earthen dam across
which the road runs and in the left foreground is the spillway.
The lake has nine miles of shoreline as it has a number of inlets and bays, largest of
which is Etty-Kay Bay located just off the middle of the lake to the east. The severe
drought last summer and fall gave the lake as difficult test as could be had and it came
through perfectly. The level dropped only 18 inches during that period as compared to
the virtual drying up of Mattoon Lake, the drastic depletion of water in Lake Decatur and
in the lesser Lake of the Woods.
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Still another virtue of this man-made lake is its almost perfect immunity against being
filled up with sediment. Only two small streams draining 6,000 acres of land feed into
the lake. The lake also is augmented by some springs.
The principle stream that feeds to the lake first flows into a settling bed where it halts
long enough for the sediment to settle. Then the water is drawn off the top into the lake
proper. As a result, very, little sediment goes into the lake.
BAYLES LAKE—HOW IT CAME INTO BEING!
ORIGIN: Mr. D. B. Bayles, a drainage contractor of Paxton, Illinois, for years
contemplated construction of an artificial lake at this location. In 1940 he started
acquiring necessary land for the lake site. In the years 1947 and 1948 negotiations were
concluded for the sale and transfer of the Lake, when constructed, to the State of Illinois
for a State Park. The authorities of the State of Illinois refused to permit pollution of the
water flowing into the lake by the discharge from the sewer system of the Village of
Loda. This presented to the Village of Loda and its residents the problem of abating the
nuisance caused by the pollution. The village authorities considered various alternatives
including both individual and municipal sewage treatment installations. The village
voted a bond issue and bonds were issued at this time to extend the sewage outlet of the
village to a point downstream from the Lake. Drainage easements, or right-of-way, were
obtained for the extension of the sewer outlet.
A change in Administration in our State Government resulted in abandonment of plans to
create additional State Parks, leaving no alternative but to proceed with the project as a
private enterprise rather than public recreational facility. In the spring of 1952 Bayles
Lake, Inc., a corporation, was organized and the sum of $150,000 was provided by its
shareholders (most of whom are local people) to finance the completion of the Lake.
The corporation assisted the Village of Loda in solving its sewage disposal problem by
furnishing the right-of-way for the construction of a channel into which this pollution
could be diverted and by bearing a substantial part of the cost of building this channel.
Work on the diversion channel and the structures required for the Lake to proceeded
throughout the summer and fall of 1952 so that a major part of the work was done by late
fall of that year. The Lake filled early in the spring of 1953.
PURPOSE: Since the Lake could not be completed as a State Park and had to be
financed and constructed as a private enterprise, it is a private lake. The primary purpose
is to provide recreational facilities for the persons who have made it possible by
purchasing building sites on the lake. It is unfortunate that the facilities are not adequate
and could not be made adequate to provide unlimited recreation for the general public.
It is the desire of the officers and shareholders of the corporation to make the facilities
available to the fullest extent possible, without depriving the lot owners of their rights.
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There are no present plans for commercializing any part of the area or providing public
bathing, boating or other recreational facilities.
SIZE: 625 acres of land are owned by the corporation, about 200 acres of which are
flooded to a maximum depth of about 23 feet at Newell Dam, the main levee. Except for
the beaches, the water is all four feet or more in depth.
LOTS: Portions of the acreage owned by the corporation have been subdivided into lots.
All lots have frontage on the lake and vary in size from approximately 5,000 square feet
to more than 20,000 square feet. Many of the lots are covered with natural timber, of oak
and hickory.
BUILDING RESTRICTIONS: All lots are limited to residential use and are subject to
the restrictions contained in the recorded plat of the subdivision. Among the building
restrictions are requirements that building plans be submitted to and approved by the sub
divider before construction will be permitted. Each dwelling shall have minimum of 500
square feet of floor space. Detached garages or other outbuildings will not be permitted.
Outdoor toilets will not be permitted. Each lot owner shall be required to join and abide
by the regulations of a Lot Owners’ Association. Lot owners are required to keep their
lots in a neat condition and cannot permit a nuisance to exist.
FISHING: The Lake has been stocked with the varieties of fish best adapted for the Lake
and locally. Fishing is good. Lot owners, members of their families and their guests may
be permitted to fish.
BOATING: There is a limit on the size of motors, which will be permitted to be used
with boats on the Lake. A permit, in writing, is required for any boat or motor used on
the Lake.
PURCHASE OF LOTS: More than 2/3 of the lots originally platted have been sold.
However, many choice locations remain for sale. Prices range from $1,000 up.
TITLES: Title to each lot sold will be guaranteed by a Chicago Title and Trust Owners
Title Guaranty Policy.
FUTURE POSSIBILITIES: Suitable space can be made available for the construction of
a Golf Course. It is contemplated that an airport or restricted landing area for aircraft at
the lake will be licensed before the end of 1954.
NOT FOR A WEEK—OR TWO WEEKS—BUT ALL YEAR
LONG AT NEARBY BAYLES LAKE
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MANY BEAUTIFUL HOMES ALREADY BUILT
As of June 5, 1954, a total of 39 new homes had been built at Bayles Lake…that after the
lake had been in existence only one year.
From modest three-room cottages to pretentious $30,000 to $40,000 homes in several
cases, the extent of building has been almost unbelievable.
Each home is served by a fine crushed rock drive off of the hardtop road, which circles
the lake. Each has good shoreline for every lot for sale on the lake and has a direct outlet
on the water.
Attractive ranch type homes featuring huge picture windows opening on the lakefront,
fireplaces as well as complete heating systems insure the residents of complete comfort.
To date there are seven families living at the Lake. Others use their homes for outings,
weekends and all summer long. Many kept them open last winter just for entertaining at
skating parties, etc.
The Les Ehresman family was the first to move into their home at the lake. That was last
summer. The Ehresman home since has been sold to Art Falter of Hoopeston and
Ehresman has built another lakeside home for his family.
Building restrictions at the lake insure property owners of attractive cottages or homes.
These have been rigidly enforced with the result that the homes all are most attractive as
well as serviceable.
It is expected that another 20 cottages and permanent type homes will go up at the lake
this summer.
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June 24, 1954, Original Bayles Lake Rules and Regulations, multiple revisions since then
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(This article is retyped from The News-Gazette, Sunday, June 17, 1956, pages 25/26.)
“Summer Is Pleasant At 65 Homes Around Loda’s Bayles Lake”
By Ed Borman, News-Gazette News Editor
Bayles Lake, a dream only a few years ago, is home this summer for about 65 families,
who have fishing, swimming and boating a few feet from their doors.
They are getting more neighbors almost weekly as new houses go up amid big trees on
the rolling ground that encircles the 220-acre lake.
More than 100 other families who have purchased lots in the attractive subdivision join
Bayles Lake residents frequently in their summer fun. They drive out often for recreation
on the lake and spend hours in planning of “this is where we will put our house.”
The lake, two miles west of Loda and four miles north of Paxton, provides a touch of
Wisconsin or Minnesota in the center of Illinois cornfields.
D. B. Bayles of Paxton, who developed the 220-acre lake and laid out about 300 lots and
little parks around it, now is dreaming of a nine-hole golf course and clubhouse on the
south side of the lake.
But that is “some time in the future.” He and his associates still are very busy with the
initial development, which began in 1952. Lots have sold rapidly, but there still is an
assortment of locations available.
The lake with eight and a half miles of shoreline is formed entirely from runoff of rainfall
from surrounding farmland. A nearby stream is bypassed around the lake because it
contains sewage.
Addison Goodell, Mayor of Loda and an enthusiastic summer resident at Bayles Lake,
says the “only loss of water from the lake is evaporation, because the clay bottom is so
tight.”
When Bloomington faced a serious water shortage this year because of the low level of
its big lake, Bayles Lake was at normal height. Lowest point last year was only 14 inches
below normal.
In April 1953, there was no water in the lake, but the most eager owners set piers and
boat docks where the engineers said the water would be. After 2 or 3 rains the water was
there. The lake averages about 20 feet in depth but drops to 60 in spots.
The first houses were built in 1953. Since then, there has been steady and increasing
construction activity.
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None of the homes around the lake are “cabins.” Restrictions in the deeds set minimum
requirements for the homes, but most builders have exceeded them in cost and beauty.
An increasing number of the residents live at the lake year-round. For example, Tracy
Pitzen is resigning August 1 as Mayor of Paxton, because he is moving to Bayles Lake.
He is so anxious to get on the lake that he’ll live in a caretaker’s house until his new
home is finished. Pitzen was the engineer for the development of the lake.
Dr. Edward A. Tappan has a busy practice in Paxton but lives at the lake, with his son-inlaw Dale Bayles, next door. He says improvement of his attractive home is a “job that’s
never done.”
Bayles Lake Inc., a corporation formed by Bayles, carried out the development, complete
to streetlights on the excellent private roads.
Dr E. T. Grove of Paxton has succeeded Bayles as president of the corporation. When
development and lot sales are complete, control of the area will be turned over to an
association of the lot owners. Maurice Weaver and Mark Kaufmann handle lot sales,
Paxton real estate men.
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1974, Department of Conservation, Lake Depth Study
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(This article/obituary is retyped from The Paxton Record, March 30, 1983, page 6.)
“D.B. (Doc) Bayles, 82, dies; was developer of Bayles Lake”
D.B. (Doc) Bayles, 82, of 236 E. Center Street, Paxton, founder and developer of Bayles
Lake in Iroquois County, died at 1:00 pm (March 25, 1983) at Illinois Knight Templar
Home, Paxton.
His funeral was Sunday at Ford-Baier Funeral Home, Paxton, the Rev. Larry D. Manship
officiating. Burial was in the Glen Cemetery, Paxton.
Pallbearers were Don Roisland, Warren Pacey, Richard Bennett, Dale Meyer, Frank
Johnson and Wilbur Ogle. Honorary bearers were Howard Thomas, Wallace Judkins,
George Riemenschneider and Marcus Spencer. Organist was Francis Robertson.
He was born Nov. 5, 1900 at Xenia, IL, a son of Austin and Martha Ellen Burkett Bayles.
He married Ethel Harriett Johnson Nov. 11, 1922 at Walnut, IL. She survives.
Also surviving are a daughter, Betty J. Burgrabe, Paxton; a son, Cleo B. Bayles, Bayles
Lake: three sisters, Wreathea Cuvelier, Hobart, IN; Bertha Bartelt, Salem, IL and Lillie
Whitsell, Mount Vernon, IL; a brother, Fred Bayles, Xenia, IL; six grandchildren, a step
grandson; eight great grandchildren and a step great grandson.
He was preceded in death by a son, three brothers, a sister, three grandchildren and a
great grandchild.
Mr. Bayles attended Xenia schools and lived in Walnut, IL for several years before
moving to Paxton, IL in June 1936.
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(This article is retyped from a document mailed to the Bayles Lake residents)
Bayles Lake Lot Owners Association

Loda, Illinois 60948

September 16, 1987
Dear Bayles Lake Lot Owner:
The Board of Directors of Bayles Lake would like to inform the Lot Owners as to
recent developments occurring around the lake.
The property across from Lakeview Country Club known as Out Lot “F” has been
sold to a developer who plans to build six houses. The property on the south side of
Weaver Park is to be developed for four houses and the property south of Country Club
Lane along the Paxton road is to be developed for condominiums.
The Board of Directors knows that a certain amount of development at Bayles
Lake is inevitable. However, it is our intent to protect our environment as much as
possible.
The property known as Hickory Park, located at the east entrance of Bayles Lake
and the property know as Healey Park bordering the east side of Bayles Lake was for
sale.
We had several inquiries from real estate agents as to the planned development of
these areas. One plan was to build six log cabins along Sunrise Drive in the area known
as Healey Park. Also plans to develop Hickory Park for a possible 15 lots and houses.
This development would require the cutting of trees to make room for houses and
utilities.
The attraction for most of us who moved to Bayles Lake was not only the lake
itself, but the beautiful parks and wooded areas surrounding Bayles Lake. These areas
are considered prime wooded areas for this part of the country.
Bayles Lake is truly an oasis in the middle of corn and bean country surrounded
by these natural wooded areas. To the Board of Directors it would be a great shame to
destroy this type of environment we now enjoy.
It is the intent of the Board of Directors to protect and save this environment not
only for you and your children to enjoy, but for future generations.
The Board of Directors had the opportunity to secure for Bayles Lake all of
Hickory Park and Healey Park, so they may remain natural wooded areas. The asking
price for these properties was $30,000. If you would consider the cost of real estate
today, I am sure you would agree that this price for all this prime acreage would be a
bargain. However, the board was successful in negotiating a price of $27,500.
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To pay for these properties a Special Assessment is required. This assessment
would be approximately $90.00 to each lot owner payable over a two-year period of
$45.00 each so as not to financially stress any lot owner.
The Board of Directors knows that some lot owners won’t agree to our actions,
but we also know the majority of lot owners share our vision to keep Bayles Lake
beautiful and unchanged as much as possible.
The Board of Directors congratulates those lot owners who have put forth so
much effort to improve their homes, lots and shorelines. It is this kind of positive action
that keeps our lake a most beautiful place to live.
In closing, the Board of Directors would like to thank you for your great support.
If you have any questions or comments, we invite you to contact your District Director.
Respectfully,
Webb Ilse
President, Bayles Lake
Lot Owners Association
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1988, Bayles Lake Landing Strip, Airport Certificate
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(This article is retyped from The News-Gazette, Sunday, July 18, 2004, page 1, B-3.)
“A Little Bit Of Paradise In Southern Iroquois County”
By Tom Kacich
Cleo Bayle’s father decided more than 50 years ago that the flat and humdrum landscape
around Paxton needed some help.
So D.B. “Doc” Bayles, who owned a construction company in Paxton bought some
rolling pastureland west of Loda and slowly, at first just in his spare time started building
a lake. He surveyed the property, yanked out some of the old Oak and Walnut trees on
the bottomland, dredged some of what would be the lake bed, built up a dam and within a
few years “Doc” Bayles had done what God had neglected to do. Bayles put a beautiful
lake in southern Iroquois County, less than a mile from Loda and about four miles north
of Paxton.
“My dad just decided we needed a lake here,” said Cleo Bayles who, with his wife Mary,
still lives in a ranch house with a beautiful view of the lake that bears his father’s name.
“We did a bunch of the work on it in the early ‘40s and then again in ’45 or ’46 or around
there,” said Cleo Bayles. “Gov. (Dwight) Green got wind of it and he wanted to take the
land and turn it into a state park. But then Green got thrown out of office (1949) and we
were able to build it again.”
Much of the site preparation for the lake had been done by nature, Cleo Bayles said. : It
was like a natural valley down there,” he said. “It was all solid clay and the water just
drained off the surrounding land.”
“He really didn’t build it to make money,” Bayles said of his father. “He just built it as a
place where families could go and have some recreation.”
By May 1952 “Doc” Bayles had signed up about 30 more shareholders and began
completing the lake. By the following September, the 200-acre lake was filled. And later
that year the first homes, some of them little more than wood frame fishing cottages,
were being used.
By 1956, there were 75 homes at Bayles Lake, about one-third of them permanent
residences. Many of the rest were summer homes for people from Champaign, Urbana,
Rantoul, Paxton, Gibson City, Gilman, Onarga and even as far as Chicago.
Originally, said Cleo Bayles, lots at Bayles Lake-almost-all of which are on the lake-went
for $1,500 apiece, or two for $2,500.
Today, said Fran Martin, an agent with Rosenboom Realty in Paxton, even the least
expensive home on the lake is worth at least $100,000.
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“Most of the houses at Bayles will go for anywhere from $175,000 to $200,000,” she
said.
Martin, who moved to the adjacent Lake Iroquois (which was built in the late 1960’s and
is on the other side of the dam) about 30 years ago, said housing prices at that time were
$35,000 to $40,000.
“I’ve always said that a house is your best investment,” she said, “But a waterfront home
is an even better investment, whether it’s on the water in California or Florida or at
Bayles Lake.”
“People are hard-working today and there’s a lot of stress,” she said. “That’s why people
love to go to a home on a lake, with lots of trees and just relax. Everyone tells me it’s a
little like paradise here.”
Mary Dean Bayles, Cleo’s wife, agreed. “I think a lot of us who live here a while take it
all for granted.” she said. “People are just floored by how beautiful it is.”
There are about 285 homes on Bayles Lake, said John Healey, whose father sold several
acres to “Doc” Bayles that was used to build the lake and whose family began living
there in 1955. He and his wife own a permanent home that he lives in most of the year.
Next door, he is almost done refurbishing one of the original knotty pine-walled fishing
cabins.
“I love living on the water where it’s peaceful and it’s not so crowded,” I enjoy getting up
in the morning and just looking out at the lake.”
He also has a small, electric powered boat that can ferry several people around the lake.
There’s a 10-horsepower limit on the lake, making pontoon boats the favorite among
residents. Lake Iroquois is larger and permits faster boats and water skiing. And if
fishing, boating and relaxing isn’t enough, the Lakeview Country Club with its nine-hole
golf course, restaurant and bar sit at the south end of Bayles Lake.
Although most of the residents of Bayles Lake and Lake Iroquois are from east central
Illinois, an increasing number are from the Chicago area. Among her neighbors, Martin
said, are a retired Chicago policeman, a young couple who moved from the Chicago area
to raise their children in a rural area and the retired owner of a suburban insurance firm.
“And three different people from Tinley Park just bought three different homes on the
lakes,” said Martin.
“I think a lot of Chicagoans are looking here rather than going to Wisconsin,” said
Healey. “There is more traffic going up there on summer weekends, plus you really get
to enjoy a place here about a month longer than you do a place in Wisconsin.”
“The baby boomers are buying these places now,” said Martin. “They are looking ahead
now and buying something for when they’re retired.”
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It was time for her to go. Back home, many of her family of two children and nine
grandchildren were enjoying the water. “I want to be with them,” she said. What better
time after all, to enjoy a house on a lake than in the middle of July?
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(This article is retyped from The News-Gazette, Saturday, June 24, 2006, page 1, C-2.)
“Bayles Lake Has A Relaxing Appeal, Sense Of Seclusion”
By Meg Thilmony
Bev Jeffers never thought she’d love a dwelling more than the apartment on the 76th floor
of the Hancock Building in downtown Chicago.
But when she and husband John got involved in a business in East Central Illinois in the
mid-1990’s, they started looking for homes in the area. A Champaign real estate agent
led them to Bayles Lake, where they rented the only house available.
“A week after they moved, the business deal fell through,” John said. “But we thought,
“This is kind of a neat place. Let’s stay.”
The Jeffers bought what Bev called “an old 50’s boat house” and remodeled it
extensively. It features an enormous two-story deck attached to the house’s lakeside and
features a wall of soaring windows. Binoculars sit on the windowsill for Bev, John and
their guests to observe boaters and wildlife on the lake.
Now, Bev says because of the friends and neighbors she’s met, she’d never return to
downtown Chicago.
“More people lived in the Hancock Building than in Loda or at Bayles Lake,” Bev said.
“But we never even got to know anyone’s name. We got down here and it wasn’t long
before we were active in the community.”
Her husband agreed, “Its family.”
Bayles Lake is located in Iroquois County, about a mile west of Loda. It was constructed
by the late D.B. Bayles and completed in 1952. Most of its 220 acres of water is located
north of Bayles Lake road, which bridges it.
In this area, the road gracefully follows the curves of the lake. On the west side of the
lake, water spills over a dam in a rushing waterfall and into adjacent Lake Iroquois.
The area also features several parks filled with Oak trees and flowers in the summer.
Nearby Lakeview Country Club boasts a golf course and restaurant.
Since its construction, weekenders and full-time residents have built almost 300 houses
and cottages, said Stephen Schroeder, a Realtor at Rosenboom Realty in Paxton. Many
of those are located on the water.
Schroeder and his family live at Bayles Lake and he said many residents are buying small
weekend cabins and razing them to make room for larger, year-round homes on the sites.
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“Size is more important today,” Schroeder said. “The one-bedroom cottages are almost
exclusive to vacationers.”
Schroeder said he thinks those new to the lake are attracted by its secluded feeling and
the combination of the water and densely wooded areas.
“It has a relaxing appeal,” Schroeder said. “It has the vacation sense to it.”
The Bayles Lake Lot Owners Association places limits on the horsepower of boats on the
lake.
Pontoon boats can have 10 horsepower motors, run-about boats heavier than 250 pounds
can have 8-horsepower engines and run-about boats lighter than 250 pounds can have 6
horsepower motors.
“Many people just have pontoon boats,” Schroeder said.
All homeowners are required to join the owner’s association, which maintains the area’s
parks and roads. The lake has 9 miles of shoreline and 7 miles of road, according to a
brochure distributed by Rosenboom Reality. Both are maintained by the Bayles Lake Lot
Owners Association, along with parks and timbers in the area.
All homeowners are required to join the association and pay about $700 per year in dues,
said Don Ward, former association president. That fee includes water and sewer service.
Ward and his wife, Jan, started as Bayles Lake weekenders. They were both employed at
the University of Illinois-Jan as faculty and staff benefits coordinator and Don as
assistant vice president for human resource management.
“We came in contact with people who lived here, and we explored the area,” Ward said.
“We bought a weekend place and would come up once or twice per week.”
They made the move permanent in 1992 after retiring. Ward said he enjoys the lake, but
emphasized his affection for the laid-back community there.
“Its quiet and peaceful-relaxing,” Ward said. “It’s a great place to be.”
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2010, Iroquois County Soil and Water Conservation District provides the following
information:
The Spring Creek / Bayles Lake Watershed are under the jurisdiction of US Army
Corp of Engineers – Rock Island District because Spring Creek flows to the
Iroquois River, which flows to the Kankakee River, which flows to the Illinois
River.
The Spring Creek / Bayles Lake watershed consists of approximately 6,938 acres,
primarily farmland…4,725 acres are located in Iroquois County and 2,213 acres
are located in Ford County.
Total acreage (land, lakes, parks/green space, homes, roads, etc.) is 336.40 acres,
267.77 north of County Road 200 and 68.63 south of County Road 200.
We have 128.11 acres of water. Iroquois County Assessor’s Office indicates we
have 130.94 acres of water, a difference of 2.83 acres.
We have 19 named parks at Bayles Lake and several areas listed as green space.
We maintain 53.08 acres of parks and additional green space areas at Bayles
Lake.
We have 6.16 miles of shoreline…4.73 miles on the north lake and 1.43 miles on
the south lake.
We maintain 5.10 miles of paved roads.
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Minerva Wolfe
Doris Robinson / Linda Miller
Residents with best historical knowledge…
**Bob Martensen served as Board Attorney and Recording Secretary from 1971-2009
and has BOD meeting minutes covering that time period
**John Healey, BLLOA Board Member/Past President in the 70’s, lived here since 1955
**Jay Ross, BLLOA Board Member and Past President, served in the 70’s and 80’s and
again in the 2000’s
**Dan Lamb, served as custodian, maintenance, water operator in the 80’s
Other leads / check with and waiting to see if…
Pacey and Pacey have any old information from 1952-1971, law office has closed
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